
PREFACE 

For some time past I have taken upon my- 

self the study of the properties of the various 

functions of the confluent hypergeometric types. 

The subject -matter is so vast that I do not 

require much of an excuse for undertaking its 

study in this thesis. The Legendre and Bessel 

Functions were studied by so many previous in- 

vestigators that it migUbe doubted if anything 

new could be obtained by their study. But the 

same thing cannot be said of Mathieü. and a few 

other functions. With respect to Ivlathien Func- 

tions it may be said that there remain many 

things to be discovered before it can be brought 

in a line with Bessel and other well -known func- 

tions. I have, therefore, begun in this thesis 

with Mathiea,Functions which is the most difficult 

of all functions to deal with and then have pro- 

ceeded to the development of other functions. 

This thesis is divided into two parts. In v -fie/ 

the first part, I have studied the properties of 

certain functions of the confluent hypergeometric 

types, viz. Functions of liathiett, Whittaker, 

'4eber and Bateman. The development of Heaviside's 

operational method and the perfection of the sym- 

bolic calculus by the researches of Carson, Van 

der Pol and 
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and others have made it possible to study the 

functions more easily. The large number* of 

papers that have recently been published, shows 

at once its recognition as a powerful instrument 

in mathematical investigations by the mathemati- 

cians. In this thesis I have taken help of the 

method of this calculus to study the functions. 

The second part which I have denoted as pupae.- 

ment,axy,paaup,, deals with two distinct subjects 

-m- (i) Automorphic Functions, and (ii) Relativity. 

They are, therefore, on subjects quite different 

from that of the first part. 

It is quite in the fitness of things that 

I shall make a statement here about my indebtedness 

to others in the preparation of this thesis for 

the D.Sc. of the Edinburgh University. I can 

at once state that I take upon myself the entire 

responsibility of the work and that I am not 

indebted to any one for any of the results or 

for suggestion leading to it. I am, however, 

deeply indebted to Prof. E.T. Whittaker, M.A., 

D.Sc., F.R.S., for providing me with many faci- 

lities while I was filling in my terms in the 

University of Edinburgh. I was very much inspired 

by his research lectures at the Mathematical 

Institute, Chambers Street, Edinburgh, and the 



papers in the Supplementary parts of this thesis 

are the results of the inspiration I received 

from him. In fact my study in those two impor- 

tant branches of Mathematical knowledge began 

then. If I have not been able to contribute 

more on those subjects, it is because I have 

began iki their study comparatively recently. 

In page 127 of my thesis I have expressed 

my thanks to Mr. W.L. Ferrar, of the Oxford Univer- 

sity. He helped me to improve the arrangement of 

that paper. There is on page 108, a joint paper 

by me and my friend and former pupil at Nagpur, 

Mr. N.A. Shastri. The whole paper is inspired 

by me; he helped me in working out only one result. 

My indebtedness to books and mathematical 

papers has been vast. Detailed references are 

given at the end of each paper in the body of 

the thesis. 

Besides these, I have published many 

more papers on different subjects in various 

journals. I do not incorporate them in the 

body of this thesis but only make a mention of 

them by title. I also mention by title papers 

published 
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published by my former pupils in India under 

my guidance. The list of these will be found 

at the end of the thesis. 

Dated Nagpur, 

The 3rd April 1936 
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MATHIEU FUNCTIONS 

CHAPTER I. 

SOLUTIONS OF THE FIRST KIND. 

Mathieu's Differential Equation came to be studied in connection 

with the solutions of some physical problems and solutions of that 
equation under certain circumstances, came to be known as Mathieu 

Functions from the name of the discoverer, Emile Mathieu, who was 

the first to consider these functions. He was led to the discovery of 

these functions in solving the problem of the vibration of an elliptic 
membrane. For this reason, Mathieu Functions are also called 

"Elliptic Cylinder Functions," just as Legendre's or Bessel's 
Functions are also known as the Zonal or the Cylindrical Harmonics 
respectively. 

As already alluded, these functions arise from the following 
equation of two dimentional wave- motion :- 

aa'tiT+ a 2v-1 a 2v 
ó,/a -ea (1) 

Now, in order that the problem of the vibration of an elliptic 

membrane may be completely solved, it is necessary to use elliptic 
co- ordinates in place of rectangular ones. Let us suppose 

d =h còsh e cos y, y =h sink sin y. 

Then, we have 

x' 
¿ 

x' 
:Y2 -1. ... 2 

h2 cosh' + h' sinh2 -1 , h' cos' 77+'h' sinzy ( 

The curves e= const. give a system of confocal ellipses and ortho- 

gonal with them, passes a system of confocal hyperbolas given by 

n = const. The foci of the confocal system are the points 

z= ±h, y=0. 
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Thus, it is evident that through any point on the plane, two 
curves of the confocal system -one, a hyperbola and the other, an 

ellipse -must pass and it may conveniently and without any ambi- 
guity, be denoted by (E, 71). The range of values of e and n may be 

denoted as 

E>0,-77.< <+7. 

Denoting the radius vector to the point P (E, n) by 'i, we have 

r=h -cosh' i;-sin' =2 he2 +2 cosn-I-e-2E (3) 

For large values of E, we can neglect sion in comparison with 
cosh'E and keep 

Hence we get 

r =h cosh 6=- eE , 

x =r cos,, y =r sin 7. 
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The line element in elliptic co- ordinates will be 
ds' =ha ( cosh2e- cos'n)(dE'+dn2)= p'(d$2- +dn2), 

where p2 = h2 (cosh2e- cos277) 

2. If we write 
V =U (a,, y) cos pt, 

the differential equation (I) transforms into : - 
a2U 82U p2 2 -I- +2 U =O, 

which, on transformation into elliptic co- ordinates, becomes 

a 2U+ a sU +h$p2 (cosh 2E- cos277)U =O, a e. 

In the above differential equation, if we assume particular integral 
of the form 

U =F(). G(77), 

where F(E) and GO) are exclusively functions of e and 77 respectively, 
we arrive at equations of the forms :- 

12G -¡Lp?cos2n-a 1G =0; (7) 

F+( IeCp2 
cosh ° -a )FeO, (8) 

where a is an arbitrary constant. 
Of these, the second comes from the first, when one puts ' it' for 

' n7.' Both, therefore, come from the equation 

day +(A+16q cos 2 z)y =0, 

(6) 

(9) 

h2 where A= a+16q, and 32q = -- p' 
, 

which is the standard form for Mathieu's differential equation and 

under certain circumstances, particular solutions of it are called 

Mathieu Functions, 
The physical problem which suggested Mathieu's equation, 

requires that its particular solutions must be periodic functions of 

"z" and hence periodic solutions of it have been considered by 

Mathieu. The solutions of "the above differential equation are not in 

general periodic functions of "z"; but there is an infinite number 
of solutions which are periodic functions of " z "; just as solutions 

of Legendre's equation are not in general polynomials in "z," 
although there is an infinite number of them which are polynomials 
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in "z." It is, therefore, evident that for this, the arbitrary constant 

"'A" must have certain special values. 

EXISTENCE THEOREM. 

3. The existence of an infinite number of periodic solutions of 

(9) corresponding to an infinite number of values of " A " can be 

seen thus: 
The periodic solutions of the equation (9) may assume either of 

the forms :--- 

(i) cet r(', q) =ao, r+ Z an, r cos 2nß.,. 
n =1 

00 

(ii) ce2r+1(5, q) Z Nn, r 
n =0 
0 

(iii) sez r(z, q)= Z yn, r sin 2nz, 
n =1 

00 

(iv) sear +1( 7, q)= Z 8n, r sin (2n+1):. 
n =0 

Substituting these in equation (9), we get the following recurrence 

formulae for calculating the co- efficients :- 
(2) ai, r =- g q 

a0, r,', 

cos (2n+1),. 

(10) 

1 a 41, r-=8q (4n 2 -A)an, r 

(ii) ß1,,.=Sq{(1-A)-8g}ßo,r,; 

ßn+1, =Q{.(2n+1)a-A}ßn, r-ßn-1, r, 

(iii) Ya, r = 1 
(4-A)Y1, ; 

y+ r=8{(2n)g-A}yn, 

(iv) 81, r= 
ó {(1-A)+8g}8o, ,. ; 

q 

8n+1, r= 
$1 q{(2n-E-1)a-A}8n, 

r-Sn_1; ,. 
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These series (10) converge only for determinate values of the 

parameter "A "of the differential equation and have for other values, 

no meaning. In fact for the convergence of the Fourier series (10), 

it is necessary but not sufficient that the co- efficients a ,r ; ß ,r ; y ,r 
and 8 ,r shall vanish in the limit when n is indefinitely increased, 

i.e., 

Hm ae r-0, hm /3. =0 noo --> 00 

Hm y,r-0, lim 8-0 
n->oo n-->oo 

for all values of. r. 

1 
I 

I 

J 

It will appear from the recurrence formulae (11) that these coeffi- 
cients an,,., ß,r , y , and -8,r can be expressed as rational in- 
tegral functions of LP A and the convergent conditions (12) will, 
therefore, furnish us with equations for determining the values of the 
parameter A ". Heine* investigated these equations with the help 
of Sturms' Theorem and found that each of them has an infinite 
number of roots for " A ". These roots are all real, if q is real. 
He has further proved that for "n" very great 

lim a 'r -0, liai "'r -0, 
an-7,r Nn-1,r 

lim y"' '' - and limç 8"'r -0 
yn-l.r 8n=1,r 

By Cauchy's criteria of convergency, the convergence of the series 
(10) follows very easily. Thus the differential equation (9) gives an 
infinite number of periodic integrals corresponding to the infinite 
number of roots of "A ". By their forms as given in (10) the solu- 
tions form into four classes. The integrals of the first and second 
classes are even and those of the other two are odd functions 
of "z ". 

* Heine : Kugelfunctionen. 
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4. For a numerical calculation of the periodic integrals one should 
refer back to the method as used by Mathieu himself* ( long before 
Heine ) to get the series of integrals. These series are not obtained 
in the form of Fourier series as denoted in (10) but proceed according 
to powers of "q ". Now granting the existence of periodic integrals 
as proved by Heine, one can get Mathieu's results in the following 
way .- 

If we put 

A= a0+a,q +a2q' +a qg+ etc (13) 

and 

y= f0(z) +gf1(z) +g'f.(z)+ etc. (14) 

where fo(z), f1(z), f2(z),...are functions of z only, then substituting 
these values of " A " and " y " in the differential equation (9) and 

equating the different powers of " q " to zero, we shall have to solve 

the following system of differential equations to determine fo(z), 
f 1(z), etc., 

fo"(z)+aofo(z)-0 

f1"(z)+aof1(z)=-{alfo(z)+16 cos 2z.f0(z)} 

f."(2)+aof.(z)=-{a.fo(z)+alfi(z)+16cos 2z.f1(z)} 

f,.n(_)+aofn(-)=-{afo(,)+anlf1(z)-1- ... 
( (o 

+a,fn-1(z)tcos 2z. fn-1(z) 

etc. etc. etc. 

* E. L, Mathieu : Liouville's Journal (2) Vol. XIII (1868). 

r (15) 
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5. If we take ao =ma', then fo(z) is either cos mz or sin 7) .z. 

Taking only one of these values of fo(z) and substituting in the 
second of the above equations, we shall have to solve the equation 

f, "(z)- Fm2f,(z)=- {a,cosmz+16 cos 2z cos mz} 

-aims mz -8cos (m+2)z -8cos (in --2)z 

for finding the form of f 1(z ). 

A solution of the above equation can easily be obtained by adding 
up the particular solutions of 

dz' -1-mz'y=-ai cosmz, 

9 á-{-mx'y=-8 cos(m+2)z, 

dzd'y 
'y=-8 cos(m-2):. 

They are -a,z sin mzi2rn, 2 cos (m+2)z /(m+1), and 

-2 cos (m- 2)z /(m -1) respectively. 

Hence f, (z)=- sin mz 2 cos (m 2)z 2 cos (m -2)z. 
2m . m+1 m -1 

Since we require the solution to be periodic, `a,' must be taken =0, 
Therefore `al' =0 and 

f iz O_- 2 cos (m -2)z 2 cos (m+21z 
m -1 rn+1 
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Hence generally to determine the forms of f (z), we need find the; 

particular integrals of :- 

yTZ9 --anf n ("/) 

y"q-vn'y=-a,f, (z) 

y"+mi'y=a, f-1(z), 

y'-1-772,2y=16 cos 2:. f n-3(4)f 

where the forms of fa(z), fl(z),... &c.... f _,(z) are already found 
out in a series of cosines of multiples of "z ; and add them up. The 

expressions will contain a non -periodic term like z sin nzz, whose co- 

efficient must be equated to zero to give the value of "a ". Hence 

for that value of `°a ", f (z) will be periodic. 

It will be seen that to determine the forms of 10 (z), f t (z), 

f2 (z), we shall constantly be required to find the particular solu- 

tions of equations of the types :- 

(i) y " +in'y =A cos (m+a)z, 

(ii) y "- Fmzay -A sin (rn+a)z, 
F 

(iii) y "-} -may =A cos rn, 

(iv) y "-+ -may =A sin maz. 

and their particular integrals are given by 

(i) y = -A cos (vr+a)z /a(2m+a), I 

(ii) y =- A sin (n+a)z /a (2m+a), 

(iii) y =A z sin mz /2m. 
t 

(iv) y. -A z cos mz /2m. 

(17) 
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6. By adopting the above process, we get that for 

A-m2 -}- 
32g2 128(5m2 -F 7)g4 

&c. ... (18) 
m2-1 (m2-1)s(ma2-4) 

.' 
' 

the integral is 

cos na,z+ q { 
-2 cos (m -2)z +2 cos (m+2) 

S 
,, 12 cos (m -4)z 

m -1 m+1 1 (ma -1) (m, -2) 

2 cos (m+4;: (19) 
++(m+1) (m+2) + ... (C. . 19 

Similarly, if we start with fo (z) =sin mz, by proceeding exactly as 
above we get that for 

A =m2 -1- 
32g2 128J((5m2 +7)q4 etc., (20) 

m2 -1 (m2- 1)3(m2 -4) 

the solution is 

sin maz+ q { m -1 m+ 
2 sin (m- -2)z +2 sin (m+ 2)0. + 2 2 sin (m -4)z 

.1 
q {(m -1) (m -2) 

+2 sin (m +4)z 
&c , (21) (m+l) (m+2)J 

It would be observed that the forms of "A" as obtained above, 

although similar-in both cases up to qm'', would differ from terms con- 
taining "q^' ". Further, the solutions (19) and (21) reduce to cos mz 

and sin viz, when q =0. They were denoted by Prof. Whittaker by 
the notations ce,,,(z, q) and se,,, (z, q) respectively. Thus, the elliptic 
cylinder functions will be denoted as 

Cep (z, q), ce, (z, q), cea (z, q), , . . cen, (z, q), 

se, (z, q), See (z, q), ... se», (z, q), .. . 

corresponding to the forms 

1, cos z, cos 2z, cos mz, 

sin z, sin 2z, sin mz, .. , 

to which they reduce when we put q =0. 

(22) 
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7. These periodic solutions can be determined in various other 
ways, notable among them being the method by means of integral 
equations, employed by Whittaker* 

A general form of homogeneous integral equations of Whittaker's 
type is obtained in art. 3, Chap III. There is, however, another class 

of integral equations of the second kind by which these functions can 

be constructed. We proceed to develop it. 

Let it be required to obtain the general solutions of differential 
equations of the type, 

dzs 
+Q,y=Rÿ, 

where Q & R are functions of z. 

Suppose y, (z) and ys (z) are any two solutions of 

dzs+Qy=O..,.. 

... (23) 

... (24) 

Let us now assume that 

y(z) =41 (z) yl (z) +us (z) y2 (z), ... ... (25) 

is the general solution of (23), where u1,and u2 are two arbitrary 
functions of z, whose forms are to be obtained subject to the condition 

y,- dei du 
dzl+y.2 dzs =0. ... (26) 

Now, substituting y (z) of (25) in (23) and simplifying by the 
help of the above relation, we obtain 

du, dl+d 
d, u-2 dds=R(uiyi+useJ2 

But from (26) we have 

du, dus 

- dz dz =Z, (say) 
Y2 y1 

... (27) 

Fi, T, Whittaker : Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians, 1912, Vol.I, 
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du, =-Z & 
dug 

dz 
y z dz yi 

and the relation (27) becomes, 

Z (y dy9 -yz yi )R(uì y1+u9 yá) 

Now, y, & y2 being solutions of (24), we have 

I Yi" yi I =0 

ys Y 

which, on integration reduces to 

00* 

y, dyz -y dyi =0, an arbitrary constant. 
dz dz 

Hence we have 

t1 

... (28) 

... (2P) 

CZ =R(u, y1-+-u2 ya). 

Therefore the solution of the equation (23) will be given by 

y(z) =141y1 +1'19 y9 

when we take 

With this value of ), we obtain the values of u, & u2, as 

('a) dz =---R y(z) y91 or ui=A-C.-, 1 R(t). y(t;yz(t)dt 
a 

(b) dzz -c y(z) yx+ orua=B+ 
C 

IR(t) y(t)y(t:dt 

where 11, B, a are arbitrary constants. 
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Hence the solution (25) reduces to an integral equation of 

Volterra's type as :- 
s 

y(z)= (Aye +By2)+ C 
R(t) Yi(t) Y2(t) 

. y(t)dt, (30) 
Yi(z) Y2(z) 

where A, B, a are arbitrary constants.* 

8. On examining the relation (29), we find that the equation 
(24) cannot have two independent solutions which are both odd or 

both even. Hence of the two solutions of (21), one is odd and the 
other is even. Let y 1(z) be the odd and y s (z), the even solution. 
Then if R be an even function, the integral equation 

y(z)=By2(z)+ 
C 
f w R(t) 

yi(t) ya(t) 

yi(z) yg(z) 
y(t)dt, ... (31) 

will give even solutions of equation (23). This can be seen as 

follows :- 
Writing -z for z in (31), we get 

y(-z)=Bya(-z)+ L f 
0 

=By9(z)- CJ R(-t) 

=Bya( ) I Cf R(t) 
0 

Mt) ya(t) 

y1(-z) y2(-z) 

Yi(-t) ya(-t) 

y1(-z) y2(-z) 

y t (t) Y2 (t) 

Yi(;) ya(z) 

y(t)dt 

y(-t)dt 

y(-t)dt. 

which is of the same form as relation (31). Therefore g(z) and 
y( -z) satisfy the same integral equation. Now as the solution of 

an integral equation of second kind is unique, we must have 

y( -z) =y(z) 

or in other words, the relation (31) will give even solutions of (23). 

* A similar method is followed in a paper by Mr. H. J. Priestley, Proc. Lond. 
Math. Soc. Vol. 20, Series II. 
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Similarly, the odd solutions will be given by, the integral 
equation, 

y(z)=Ayi(z)+ -61f r R^(t) 
O 

Yi(t) y 2 (t) 

Yi(z) y2(4) 

y(t)dt. ... (32) 

9. Let us now apply the above method to find solutions of 
Mathieu's equation (9), Which can, for the present purpose, be written 
in the form 

d2', +nt2y=- (a'-I-16q cos 2z) y, 
dz 

where A =m2 +a', a' being a function of q. 

The even solutions of the above equation will be evidently given, 
for different valus of ni and a', by the integral equation 

cos 9722 sin 712z 

y(z) =B cosm:+ af'(a' +16q -cos 21) I y(t)dt, 
o cos ant sin mt 

=B cos 7nz+ 1I (a' +16q cos 21) sin m(t- z)y(t)dt, ... (33) 
m 

[N.B. -It is necessary at this stage to mention that Liouville 
obtained a similar integral equation as solutions of the homogeneous 
differential equation 

d'y 
+[P2-cr(2)]y=o, Cha 

to which it is needless to enter.] 

S uppose 

y(z)=Ao(z)+qA1(z)+g2A2(z)+...etc., 

where Ao(z), A1(z), A2(z) etc., are periodic functions of z only 
and do not contain q, and suppose also 

a'=a,q+a2g2 +...etc.. 

* Liouville's Journal, Vol. 2. 
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where al, a2, are numerical constants, 

and 

B= 1-hb,q+b, 

where bl, b2, are also numerical constants. 

On substituting in the integral equation, we find 

Ao(z) -gA,(z)i- = (1+b1q+b,g1-h...) cos mz 

-h 1I {(alq -Fa2g2 -F ...)+16q cos 2t} x 

sin m(t- 2). {A0(t)- l- gA1(t)+... }dt. 

Hence equating the co- efficients of successive powers of q, we get 

(i) A0(z) =COs maz 

(it) A1(z) =b1 cos in 3 + 1 f (x+16 cos 2t) sin ma(t- z)A0(t)dt, 

(iii) A (z)=b, cos n., -}- 
á sin m t < A t dt 

e ' 2 
( -) o( ) 

ma , 
+- f (a1 -I-16 cos 2t) sin n(t- z)A1(t)dt, 

o 

The expressions A1(z), A2(2), etc., will have to be obtained 

in succession from the above relation, subject to the condition that 

al, a2, must be such as will give A A2, etc., the periodic 

forms. The values of b 1, b 2, will be obtained from the condi- 

tion that the expressions for A1, A2, will not contain cos mz 

as a term in them. 

Thus on integrating, we obtain :- 

(a) A, (z)= ( b1+ 
ma24 l cos mz- 

2na 
zsin mz 

t 
2 cos (m+2)z 2 cos (m -2)z 

m-h1 an -1 
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if a1 =0 and b1= me4 , then 

-2 cos (m+2)z 2 cos (m -2)z 
mz +1 m-1 

(b) A [ b ßn4(m2 +2) cos 111Z z } z sin mz 2( =)= - (2- 12)(mz2 -22) 

x a, 16 2 cos e-4)z 2 cos (n +4)z 
2m m(m2 -1) (m- 1)(mm -2) (m +1)(mz +2) } 

32 4(mz2+2) if a,- mz2-l' and b-(mz2-12) 
(mZ2 22), 

2 cos (m +4)z_ 2 cos (m -4)z then A z 
(z) - 

(mz +1) (in +2) +(m- 1)(m -2)- 
and so on. 

Thus, we see that when 

2 

A=1/12 +m, g 
1 

+...etc. 

the solution as obtained by the integral equation is 

cos mz+ q 
S 

2 cos (mz -2)z+ 2 cos(m+2)3 
m -1 mz +1 

2 cos (n -4)3 2 cos (m+4) z 2 

q (nz- 1)(m -2)+ (m+1)(m+2) 

... etc., 

which we have denoted by ce,(z, q). 

Therefore, when 

a' 

-m2 

2q 
1 

etc. and B= 1 -m24q +...etc., 

the integral equation (33) will give us the solution cem(z, q). 
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10. We will conclude this by working out a particular case of 
the above; i.e., when m .1. Here we obtain the forms of A o, A,... 
...etc., as given below :- 

then 

(i) A0(z)cos z, 

(ii) A1(z) =b1 cos _z. 

JO 

= (b1 -1) cos z- (4+ta1)z sin 3+cos 3z 

a1=-8, b1 _1, and A1(z) =cos 3z. 

11-16 cos 2t) sin (t -z) cos t dt, 

(iii) A. (z)=b, cos z+a, r sin (t -z) cos t dt 

+f 
0 

1+16 cos 2t) sin (t -z) cos 3t dt 

= (ta +g) cos z- (+a2 +4) z sin z-f. cos 5z -cos 3z 

-a if a2=-8, ba= s, then A a (z)=4. cos 5z-cos 3z, 

(iv) As(z) =bs cos z-i-as f sin (t -z) cos t dt 

-},aa f sin_(t-z) .00s 3t dt 
O 

+f (ai +16 cos-2t)-sin (t=z)Aa(t)dt 

=(b3-1-- A-) cos z{-( 4.- 2) z sin z 

+1 cos 3z-.I ces 5z +11,T, cos 7q, 

if a, =8, and b, = 

As(z)=4- cos 3z-1 cos 5z -IAT cos 7z, and so on, 
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Hence when 

A= 1- 82- 8q2 +8g3+...etc., 

the solution of the integral equation is 

cos z-l-q cos 3z +q2(ÿ cos 5z -cos 3s) 

+ q 8 (- cos 3z -1,-. cos 5z + ,1 cos 7z)-1- ...etc., 

which is nothing but the solution cel(z, q), the expression for B being 

B= 1 +q- 3q2- -&q3 +...etc. 

N.B. -The integral cel (z, q) can :also be obtained as the solution 

of the integral equation 

y(z) =cos z+ f (d+16q cos 2t) sin (t- z)y(t)dt, 

where a'= - 8q -8q2 +8q3 +...etc. 

3 



CHAPTER II. 

Solutions of the Second Kind. 

1. Solutions of the second kind of Mathieu's equation, corres- 

ponding to the solutions of the first kind as found out in the previous 
section, were first studied simultaneously both by Sieger 1 and 

Aiehi in connection with the solutions of a certain diffraction problem. 

They were, however systematically studied by Lindsay Inces who 

rave us two methods for constructing the series of integrals. These 

solutions like the solutions of the first kind, are not, however periodic. 

The existence of such solutions can be easily demonstrated by the 
well -known theorem of linear differential equation of the second 

order :- 
Theorem, If y =v be a particular integral of the differential 

equation 

rl'y za Q.y=0. 

then the most general solution of above equation is given by 

y=v(A-hB f 1 
d z). 

(1) 

Therefore, the solution of the second kind corresponding to the solution 
y =v of the first kind is given by 

y = Bv 1-$ 
v 

where " B " is an arbitrary constant. 
2. Mr. Ince has by using the formula (2) calculated out some 

of the simplest of the integrals. He has, in fact, calculated the 

Sieger : Annalen der Physik Bd. 27. 
9 Aichi : " Tokyd Sngaku- Buturigakkwai Kizi," 2nd ser., Vol. IV, No. 14. 

Lindsay Inee : Proc, Edin. Math. Soc., Vol. XXXIII. 
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integral corresponding to ceo(z, q.'+. But this process is very 

laborious in practice and even then one cannot get as many terms as 

one may like to get. 

His other method is comparatively easy but requires for its deter- 
mination, a knowledge of the forms of the integrals, which is furnished 
by the formula (2). All these integrals can also be easily constructed 
by following, with a little modification, the methods I of arts. 4 

and 5, Chapter I. We will proceed thus: - 
If, for instance, we require to find the integral of the second kind 

corresponding to ce,(z, q), we will take the expression for " A" as 
given in (18) art. 6, Chapter I, and try to solve the set of equations 
(15) art. 4, Chapter 1, after taking fo(z) to he sin Graz instead 
of cos mz. Or, in other words the problem is, therefore, to deter- 
mine f , (z), f 2 (z), by solving the following equations :- 

f",(a)-I-m'f,(z)=-{alfo(z)-I-16 cos 2zfo(z)}, 

f"(.>)-1-nt2fs(z)=-{a2f0(7)+a, f,'z)+16 cos 2' fi(z)}, } 

... 

J 

where fo(z) =sin rnz and a a0, as, 
the different powers of q, are known from (18) art. 6, Chapter I. 

3. By following the procedure of art. 5, it is easy to find 

that the second integral corresponding to the solution ce",(z, q) is 

given by 

(3) 

...which are the co- efficients of 

Aq"`z.ce,(z, q)q-sin mz-{-q -2 sin (ri-2)z+ 2 sin (m+ 
+1 

2)z 

+ etc. ... (4) 

(A being a function of q.) 

which, following the notation suggested by Whittaker, may be 

denoted by in,(z, q). Similarly, the integral corresponding to 

Dhar : " On Elliptic Cylinder Functions of the Second Kind," American 

Jour, of Mathematics, Vol. XLV, No. 3. 
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se,(z, q) can also be obtained by taking fa(z) =cos 172z and also 
using the values of ai, ay, a3 etc. from (20) art. 6, It is 

denoted by the - notation jn,(z, q) and is given by 

By"` z. se( :. q) -I-cos az -} q -2 cos (iii -2)z +2 cos (mn+2)z}. 
m -1 ma+1 I 

+ etc. ... (5) 

where B is a certain function of " q." 

Here also as in arts. 4 and 5, Chapter I, to solve the set of 
equations (3) we shall not only require the particular integrals (17) 
of equations of the types (16) Chapter I, but the particular integrals 
of the following types will also be much in use:- 

(1) 1 /'+ 2y =Az cos a, 

(2) y "- I- mz'y =Bz sin az 

whose particular integrals are respectively 

(1) y= 2A z cos az-}- 
2Aa 

2 
mz -a2 (mz -a ) 

sin az, 

(2) y= 2B z sin az- 2B 
2 

cos az. n -a2 (ma -a ) 

Thus following the above processes, all the integrals corresponding 

to the integrals of first kind as denoted in (22) Chapter I, can be 

obtained and they will be denoted as 

ZyIO(Z, q), q), 2172(z, q), ...... ß1J,(Z. q), 

.j711(z, q), q), ... .. jnm(z, q), 
(8) 

4. We will illustrate the processes of arts. 2 and 3 of the 
present Chapter, by working out a few particular cases. Suppose 

we wish to find the integral which corresponds to ce 1(z, q). The 

particular value of " A " for this is given by 

A=1-8q-8g2-t-8q'--1q4 -esgs-h...etc. 
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Hence to find ini(z, q), we shall have to solve the equations 

(i) f ",.(z)- Ff,(z) -8 sin z -16 cos 2z. sin r, 

(it) f ",(z) +f2(z) =8 sin z +8f,(z ) -16 co s 2zf1(z), 

(iii f ",(z)+f3(z) -8 sin z +Sfi(z) +8f2(z) -16 cos 24,(z), (10) 

J 

(a) Now, the solution of the equation (i), (10) is obtained by 

adding up the particular integrals of 

!Az) +y(z) =16 sin z, y"vz) +y(z) = -8 sin 3.e, 

which by the help of (17) and (18), Chapter I, is given by 

f,(z) = -8z cos z+sin 3z 

(b) To find 12(z), we find the particular integrals of the follow- 

ing equations :- 
y "(z)- I- y(z) =64z cos 3z, y "(z)- }- y(z) =8 sin 3z, 

and y "(z)-l- y(z) = -3 sin 5z 

and add them up. 

We get 

f2(z) = -8z cos 32 +5 sin 3z++ sin 5z. 

(e) To find fs (z), we see that the expression on the right -hand 

side of (iii) art. 4, is 

-48 sin z+-11§. sin 3z -112- sin 5z-1 sin 7z -16z cos 3z -64z cos 5z, 

and, therefore, the form of f3 (z) is obtained by adding up the 
integrals of 

y "(z) +y(z) = -4S sin z, ........, y "(z) +y(z)= -64z cos 5z, 

and hence we have 

f, 2)=24z cos z +8z cos 3z - " ,z cos 5z-lq sin 7z +)sin 5z -sgó sin 3z. 
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Proceeding thus, we can get to any term we like to have and 

hence in, (z,q) is given by 

-8q (l- 3q' +...) z {cos z +q cos 3: +q' -cos 3z +8 cos 5z)- 4- ... } 

+sin : +q sin 3 : +q' (, sin 5: +5 sin 3 :) +q8 (TIK sin 7z+ 

I sin 5: -9,6 sin 3z) +......etc. 

Another Method of constructing the solutions of the Second Kind.' 

5. The methods given above and also employed by Mr. 
Lindsay Ince,' are not suitable for studying the convergence of the 

series but what is given below, while allowing us to construct 
easily the series of integrals, is also suitable for the consideration of 

their convergency. This latter method follows lines similar to that 
employed by Frobenius ' in solving linear differential equations and 

also similar to that employed by Profs, Whittakar and Watson 4 for 

constructing integrals of the first kind. 

Let us investigate the solution (z,q) corresponding to the 
solution cem (z.q) for which the value of " A " is given by 

A -m'-1- 32q' 128 (5m.' +7)q* etc. (11) 
m' -1 (m'- 1)'(m' -4)- 

which we will denote for our purpose, as 

A= m' +o,q+a2q' +asps+ etc. ... (12) 

where a1= 32 
, etc. 

na -1 

If we put in Mathieu's differential equation 

A= nis +8p 
it will become 

a% -8 (p +2q cos 2z)y. 

Dhar : " T6hoku Math. Jour.," Vol. 19 (1921). 

Lindsay Ince : Loc. cit., Vol. xxxiir. 
' Frobenius, Crelle's Jour., Vol. LXXVI. 

Whittaker It Watson : Modern Analysis, pp. 413 -416. 
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6. When "p" & "q" are neglected, the solutions of the equation, 
are given by 

y =cos mz, and y =sin mz. 

If we proceed with y =cos rnz, it will enable us to construct the 

solution ce,,, (z,t) ' and so we proceed with y =sin mz. Let us put 
sin rnz=U0 (z). Then to obtain a closer approximation, we write 

-8(p+2q cos 2z) IIo (z) as a series of sines of multiples of "z " in 

the form 

-8{ q sin (m -2 ¡z +y sin mz +q sin ,m +2)z} 

which we will denote by Vi (z). 

Then instead of solving the differential equation 

dz' +mt'y-V1 (z), 

we will solve the equation 

dzy +mx'y =W1 (z), ... (13) 

where, W,(z)= V1(z) +(8p -a,q) sin mz. 

Its integral, which we will denote by U, (z) is given by 

--2q sin (m -2)z 2q sin (m+2)z +a1gz cos mz 
ml -1 m 1 2m 

(14) 

7. To obtain a still closer approximation, we will express 

- 8(p +2q cos 7'z) U1 (z) as a series of sines of multiples of "z" 
which we will denote by V, (z), viz., 

16q sin (m -4 1z 16 P 
V 2 (`) q 

m -1 +m1 1 Sin 
9 

+m32q'1 sin mz- 
m+1 

sin (m+2)z- +t sin (m +4) 

1 Modern Analysis, p. 418. 
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_8q2a1 
z cos (nn- 2)z -8pga1 < cos mz 

2m. 2m 

82a1 

- cos (ln+2)z, 
n 

Here again we solve the equation, 

d'y -hmYy-W, (z 
dz2 

where W2 (z) -V, (:) -cq2 sin nnz -l-X2z cos mz 

(15) 

and X2 has been determined in such a way that W,, (z) does not 
involve "zoos viz ". I 

Suppose that U2 (z) is the integral of the above equation. We 

will now proceed exactly with U2 (z) as we have done with U, (z), 

and obtain the integral U3 (z). 

8. Continuing thus, we get the series of integrals U0 (z), 

U1 (z), U2 (z), U (z) etc. of the differential equations, 

dey 
dz2 

dey 
dz2 

-hm2y=0, 

dzy -¢m2y W(z), 

J 

respectively, where 

W(z) =V (z) -a q sin nz :1-X z cos mz (n >2)-) 

V (z)=- 8(p+2q cos 2z) U (z),......(n >1) J 

(16) 

(17) 

It will be foun Katz cos mz first appears in II,,, (z), i.e., in V,, +I (z) in this V v 
case. 
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Therefore, from (16) and (17) we have 

\ 
rl2 

oc 00 00 

77 z2 Un (z)= Z Tn (z)= Z Ira (z) 
C4w 

+17 
n=0 (z)=A 

n=1 

00 00 

+ (8.p__. Z a g ) sin 1nz+ Z xnz cos viz, 
n =1 / n .2 

3 
00 

or (La {-(A-+-16q cos 2z) Z Un(z)=( 

But we have from (12) 

00 

-1- Ánz COS 172,,ß. 
n =2 

0o 

8p=2angn, 
n=1 

co ¿}-Z angn/ srnmz 
=1 

00 

and it will also be found that 2X. also vanishes for the above value 
n =2 

of p 
00 

Hence U. (z) will be the solution of the second kind, 
n =0 

if the series be uniformly convergent throughout a two -dimensional 
region of the z plane. We will, therefore, hava - - 

00 

zn,n (z,g) = Z U n (z), (18) 
n=0 

00 
9. We proceed to show that z Àn actually vanishes by working 

n =2 
out a few particular cases. Suppose we construct the integral 
which corresponds to cel (z, q). The particular value of the arbitrary 
constant "A" for which ce1 (z, q) is obtained, is given by 

A=1-Sg-ße-+-8g9-;g4-Fá g5-...ete. (19) 

If we write 
A =1+8p, 

Mathieu's differential equation reduces to 

dg 
dz9 +y =- 8(p +2q cos 2z)y. 

4 
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In this case U0 (z) is evidently sin z. 

(a) To get U, (z), we express.- 8(p + 2q cos 2z) U0 (z) in a 

series of sines of the form 

- 8(p -q) sin .z -8q sin 3z= V 
1 

(z), (say) 

and solve the equation 

,dey +y= :W1(z), 

where W, (z) =V (z) +8(p+q) sin z, since there is no term as 

z cos z contained in V1 (z). 

The integral of the above equation is found by the help of arts. 5, 

16, Chapter I, and arts. 3 and 7, Chapter II, to be 

U 1(z) _ -8qz cos z+q sin 3z. 

(6) Again, we express - 8(p +2q cos ?z) U1 (z) in a series of 
sines as 

64q(p +q)z cos z + 64g2 z cos 3z -8pq sin 3z -8q 2sin 5z - 8q 2 sin z, 

which we denote by V2(z). 

Then we shall have to find an integral of the equation 

(129 dz' 
where W2 (z)= V2(z)- 64q (p +q)z cos z +8q" sin z. 

(Here W, (z) is made independent of z cos z). On simplification, 
we get 

W2(z)=64q2 z cos 3z -8pq sin 3z -80 sin 5z. 

The integral of the above equation is given by 

U2(z) = -8g2z cos 3z +q(6q +p) sin 3z+ q2 sin 5z. 

(e) Again,. since 

V3(z) =- 8(f7 +2q cos 2z) U2(z) 

=64q3zeos 5z +64pg2zeos 3z +64g3zeos z 

-8g2(6q +p)sin z- {8pq(6q +p) +4q3 }sin 3z 

-8 {92(6q+p) +pq2 }sin 5z- 4g3sin 7z. 
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We shall have 

W3(z)= V3(z) -64g3z cos z -8q3 sin z, so that W3(z) 
may not contain zcos z. 

And solving the differential equation 

we lind 

d'y +J=Tf 3(z), riz 2 

27 

U3(z) = -sg3z cos 5z -8pg2z cos 3z- 1- 4g2(7q +p)z cos z 

q(p2-{-12pq-- q2) sin 3z +4-g2(p-}-7q) sin 5z +ii,g3 sin7z. 

(d) Again V4(z)=- 8(p +2q cos 2z) U3(:) and expressing it 

in a series of sines, we find that the term which contains z cos z 

as a factor is 

-32g2(p2 +6pq +7q2) zoos z, 

and the term which contains sin z is 

-8g2(p '2+12pq +gq2) sin z. 

Hence we put W4(z) as 

W4(z)= V4(z)+32g2(p2 +6pq +7g2)z cos "z +3qá sin z, 

W4(z) is thus made independent of z cos z. 

We can now find the integral U4 (z). 

Proceeding thus, we find in succession the U's. 

10. In this case z X=-64q(p+q)-64g3-1-32g2(p2-{-6pq-}-7q2) t 
n=2 

and if by (19) we substitute 

8p= --8q-8q9-1-8q3 -q4- etc. 

then neglecting higher powers of "p" than the fourth, it will be 

seen that ZX vanishes. 
n =2 
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Also, if in the expression U0(z)+U1(z)+Ut(z.) +U3(z)+ 
as obtained above, we substitute for "8p " in terms of the " g's," we 

obtain (on arranging) 

-8q(1- 3q2 + )z {cos z +q cos 3z+g2( -cos 3z ++ cos 5z)+ 

} +sin z+q sin 3z +g20- sin 5z+5 sin3z) 

+q3(- sin 7z +f sin 5z -3s sin 3z)+ etc. 

This is, therefore, a solution of Mathieu's differential equation, 
corresponding to the value of A given by (19) § 9, Chap. II, and is the 
solution of the second kind denoted by ill (z, g). 

11. Similarly, if we proceed to construct the integral i112 (z, q), 

corresponding to the value of "A" for cet (z, q), viz., 

A =4 +80 -604 ...etc. 
27 

We find 

U0 (z) =sin 2z, 

U 1(z) = *q sin 4z, 

U2(z) = -q2 sin 6z +$pq sin 4z +8g2z cos 2z, 

U3(z)= 41,g3 sin8z+4pg2 sin 6z+.g(sv2 -3kq )sin 4z 

- 16g3z +.pg2z cos 2z+ vg3,4 cos 4z 

and 

64 
p2g2- 256g4+ 138 q4r +...etc. 

On substituting the expression for "8p " in terms of " q" and 
neglecting higher power of " q " than the fourth, it will be 
seen that aXn vanishes. 

Hence 

Un (z) 
n=0 

is the solution of second kind corresponding to ce2(z, q). It is evidently 
the solution in2(z, q). 
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Again, if we proceed to construct the integral of the second 

kind corresponding to the integral ce3 (z, q), for which 

A=9-{-4q2-8q3+ 53q4-I-...etc., 

we obtain, in this case, 

U. (z) = sin 3z, 

U, (z) = áq sin 5z- q sin z, 

U. (z) _ ,' -og9 sin 7z + 4pq sin 5z + q (p - q) sin z, 

U3 (z) = 90 q3 sin 9z + 3'o - -opg3 sin 7z -F öq (p2 -} 4q2) sin 5; 

+ 413 (5p - Sq)z cos 3z - q(p - qs) sin z, 

and 

Zn= sp22(5p-8g)+ eye ype 
G9 

p2g3- 'gpsg2) -I- ...,etc, 

= áh {4q2 - 8q3 + ... }2q9 -4 {4q9 - Sqs + ... }q3 +sg'q' 

- 4 {4q2 - 893 + ... }q4 + 11492 - 893 + ... }5q3 

-3; - {4q2 - Sqs -I- ... }3q9 -4- ..., etc. 

= 0, neglecting higher powers of q than the fifth. 

Hence z U (z) as obtained from above is the second solution 
corresponding to ce3 (z, q) and is denoted by iv, (z, q). 

That "nn vanishes, has been further verified in a few other eases. 

On the Convergence of the Series of Integrals of the 
Second Kind.' 

12. The process of term by term dl/Jere&aliatio2e, which we have 
carried out in art. 8, Chapter II, is permissible if the infinite 
series z Un (z) is an uniformly convergent series of analytic functions. 
It is, therefore, necessary for us to examine the solution 2 Un(z) more 

Dhar : Bull. of the Cal. Math. Soc,, Vol. X, 1921. Also American, Jour. of 

Math., Vol. XLV, No. 3, pp. 217.221. 
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Closely with a view to study its convergency and when we have done 

it, the question of the convergency which has not yet been discussed, 

will be solved along with it. 

The forms of U (z), which are solutions of the differential 

equation, 

dy + 1)LYv = `r (z), 

will be of the following types :- 

(i) when n <1n 

U. (z) = * z'ß ,r sin (m - 2r) z + Z a ,r sin (nv + 2r) z 
r=1 P=1 

(ii) when n = nL, 

Um(z)=** t/3m,r sin(1n-2r)z-1- Z a,,,. sln(17L+2r)z-1-8,cOs 17LZ 

P=1 r=1 

(iii) when n > in, i.e., when n =m+, and n> 

7n+n 1n+n 

van+n(z)= ** ZI ß 7n+n, r sin(m-21)z- Z a,11i,+n,r,sin (1n-{-2r)z 
r=1 r=1 

n 

+z r=i n, 

Then since 

c 

n 

7n -2r)z -I- z 8n ,r cos (nv+2r)z 
r =0 

(d' 
\ dz' + 

702 
. U7n+n+1(z)=-S(p+2q 

cos 2z) Um+n(z) 

- Am +n +1. z cos 1nz -a q sin me, 

2' means that the summation ceases at the greatest value of r, for which 

r2. 
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we get by equating the co- efficients of z cos (m- I -2r)z, z cos (m -2r)z, 
sin(m+2r)z, and sin(rn -2r)z, the following recurrence formulfe :- 

(a) r(m-{-r) Sn+1, r=2 { p ano. + (87),,. _1 

(r=1, 2, 3, 

+ 817ir+1 )}, 

(b) r(r-m) r =2{.p?' 
n g ?' -{-r )1, 

( 
+1, r ,r + ( r-i . r+1 

(c) r(rn-{-r) an1+`n+i,r+i ( ni-{-2r) 
897 +1, r 

=2 {Pam +n, r+ q( arn+,7,r+1 +ar11 n, r-1 )} 

r=1, 2, 3, 
( rl> 1 

but when n<m 

r' (nx-i-r) an, r= 2 f ?'an +q (an, r+1 +c.ty, r-- 1)) 

(rl) r (r-m) ßnr+n+1, r+z On-2r) rn+1, 
r 

=2{pÍ3m+n, r `gßm.+n, r+1+ßn1.+n, r-1) }' 

but when n <m 

r ßn +1. r =2{p13n r+g(ßn, r+1 +ßr7, r+1 ) 

2 

These formul e hold universally with following restrictions :- 
an, r -ßn, r =yn, r =8n, r =o, if r >n, 

and also ano =ßn10 =yn,o =,O, (whatever n is) 
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13. If we put 

00 00 

8, r-Dr, y) 
r n=7. 7)_;. r, 

then Dr and C,. give the sum of the co- efficients of z cos(m -2r)z and 
z cos(in -2r)z respectively in Z U (z). 

Hence from (a) and (b) in art. 12, we get 

)' :(m- I- r)Dr=2 {pDr +q(D, +Dr +, )} 

r (r- ma)Cr=2 {pCr+q(C,.- 
1 +Cr +1)} 

From the forms of (20) and (21) it is evident that Dr 
both convergent1 and that Ern Dr =0, and lim Cr =O:' 

Similarly, putting 
00 
2 a =Ar ; 

n=r 

r=00 r=oo 

00 

2 ßn, r n=r , 

.06 (20) 

(21) 

and Cr are 

which represent respectively the co- efficiente of sin (m+2r)z and 

sin(m -2r) z, occurring in 2U (z) we get from (e) and (d) 

r (m+r) A,. -I- á (m.+2r) Dr- 

=2 { pAr- }- q(Ar -1 + Ar +, ) } (22) 

r (r -m) Br 4 á (m. -2r) Cr 

=2 { pBr-hq(Br -1 +Br+) ) } (23) 

Writing 
for =- 2q / {r(m+r) =- 2q / {r(r- m) -2p }, 

r = (m+2r) /2 {02+r) -2p} , 

= (m,- 2r) /2 {r(in+r) -2p} , 

we get from (22) and (23) respectively 

yr Dr +0)1. -2+A, + A,. +1 =0 .. 

O v'r r +( r 

1 Whittaker and Watson ; Loc. cit. pp. 415_41ß. 

(24) 

(25) 
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Eliminating A - A,, 

A, 
(-1)' 

,. ... A. 

1 W, 

from 1.24) we get. 

W, 01, 

0 <03 1 W3 

where Aa= o o (/), 1 W4 

(26) - 

v,Dl+W1, 

v21)a, 

1, 

W 

(01) 

1, W9, 

vSDS, 0, co, 1, Wy, 

. = ',_,Dr_ 0 0 0 0 W,_,, 1. 0 

vrD,.. 0 0 0 0 0 or, co, 0 

vr+1Dr+1, O 0 o 0 0 0 1 Wr+1, 0 

vr+z ,+a, 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0,.,}3, 1, W,.+ 0 

since A. is taken to equal to unity. 

Expanding the determinant Or 
first column, we get 

in terms of the elements of the 

00 

Ar= (_ l) v1D,+(0,)M1+ vkDkMk (27) 

where M's denote the first minors of the elements of the first column. 

5 
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14. It will be easily seen that with s >1 

r+8-1 2) NI r}s- - wr<artl "'wr+a-l' Or'+a X 

1 W1 

W2 1 W2 

0 w3 1 w3 

w,-1 

where p,. } stands for the infinite determinant 

1 wr+a+1 

1 <0,4F8+2 

1 t,>,.+x+a 

and also when k <r 

(iti) blk= í`1)`- 1wk +lwk+a......w .p;.X 

1 w1 

w 1 wa 

0 w3 1 w3 

and farther 

1 

wk-1 1 
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(222) ;1I=(-1) 1 X 

1 u,1 

(O 1 ro 

O U:1 1 W3 

or-1 1 O 

(0 r+1 

wr+s 1 .+2 

35 

The infinite determinant Q is convergent' whatever " r " is and 
further lim Q r =1. Hence the M's are all finite and the series 

(27) is convergent and converges to a finite value, if "r" is finite ; but 
it vanishes if " r " is made indefinitely large. 

The same may be proved for B by means of the relation (25). 

The series z U (z) is clearly a series of analytical function of "z" 
and can now easily be proved to be uniformly convergent in any 
bounded domain of " z," so that term by term differentiation is permis- 
sible.$ 

Thus the series of integrals of the second kind, which we have 
obtained, are convergent. 

The Construction of the Solutions by Integral Equations 
of the Second kind.3 

14.. The integral. equations of the second kind which we have 
obtained in art. 7, Chap. I, can also be used to construct the solu- 
tions of the second kind of Mathieu's equation. 'Phis method, though 

Helge Von Koch : Acta Mathematica, Vol. XVI. 
2 Whittaker and Watson : Modern Analysis, pp. 91.92. 

Dhar : Bull. Cal. Math. Soc., Vol. XVIII (1927). 
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sometimes laborious, is yet useful. We will first proceed to obtain 
the solutions in,, (z, q). The problem before us is, therefore, to 
obtain the solution iq . (z, q) by means of the integral equation 

y(z) =B1 sin mz+ f (a'+16q cos 2t) sin m(t- .7).y(t)dt, (2S) 
9/2 

where 

B1= 1 +b1 q+b,q'+..., b1, b,...... etc., being numerical 

32qí 128 (5mn +7'q1 
and a'= 

m' -1 (m2 -1) 3 (mat -4) - .. etc, 

i.e. =azg-a,,gl'- ...etc, 

this expression for a' being the same as was required in obtaining the 
solution ce,,,(z,q) from the integral equation 

y (z) = B cos mz + (a'+16q cos 2t) sin n(t -z) y(t)dt, 

Art. 9, Chap. I ; also art. 5, (11) Chap. II, 

15. Now, suppose that 

?!(z)= fo(z) +gf,(z)+q'f,(z)+ etc., 

where f o, f 1 ,... etc., are functions of z and do not contain q. 

Substituting in the integral equation (28) and equating like power 
of q, we get 

(i) fo(z)=sin mz, 

(1i) f1(z) =b, sin mz -l- 
1 ¡' 

e 

16 cos 2t. sin n(t- z)fo(t)dt, 

a 
_f,(z)=b,sin mz-} m sin ma (t-z) ,fo (t) dt 

o 
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+ r J 16 cos 2t sin m (t -z) f, (t) dt, 
o 

(iv) f (z) =bs sin mz+ 
mz 

f' sin in (t s) fldt 
o 

+ 
m 

f 16 cos 2t sin in (t -z) f 2dt, 
o 

37 

We solve the above equations in succession and thus obtain f1f f,,... 
etc. The numerical constants b17 b,,... etc. are obtained from the con- 
dition that the forms of f f2, must not contain sin In as a 
term in them. Thus we obtain, 

4 2 sin (999+2)3 
(a) f1 (z)- (b1 - m2 -1) sin mxz + m-}-1 

2 sin(m-2)z 
m-1 

. if hi= m4 1, then fl (e) = 

(b) f (z) - 2 
(m+1) (m+2) sin (rn -}4)z 

where b,- 

2 sin (m+2)z 
mß-1 

2 sin (m -2)z 

-I- 
2 

sin (m -4) z. (m- 1)01 -2) 

4(m4 + 4m8 -14m2 -16999+ 16 ) 
9912(999.2-12)(m8-22) 

and so on. 

m-1 
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[Cf. the method of arts. 6, 7, 8, of Chap. II.] 

Proceeding as above we will obtain the solution iy,, (z, q). 

16. We proceed to show the method by working out a few 

particular cases. 

Let us construct the integral in-,(z, q) by means of the integral 
equation 

y(z) =Blsin z+ f Y(a'+16q cos 2t) sin (t- z)y(t)dt, 

where B1- l +bïq+bag2+ etc. 

and a'-- 8q -8q2 -8q3 -43.q1 + etc., 

Taking y(z)= f0(z) +gfi(z)+gafa(z) -}-... 

and substituting in the above integral equation, we get 

fo (z) +qf i (z) +q ÿf, (z) + ... ... 

z 
= (1 +blq +baq' +...)sin z+ f {- Bq- S9'2+Sg3 ) 

0 

+16q cos 2t }.sin (t -z) { fo+q fly-......} dt. 

Therefore equating like powers of q, we obtain, 

ti) f0(z) =sin z, 

(ii) f,(z)=b2sin z+ J (-S-I-16 cos 2t) sin (t-z)fo (t) dt, 

( iii) f,(z)- basinz -8 f zsin(t -z) fo(t)dt 
0 

+ 
1 7 

( -8+16 cos 2t) sin (t -z) f,(t;dt, 
n 
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Solving the above in succession, we obtain, 

(a) fo (z) =sin z, 

(b) f1 (z) =b1sin z -8 z cos z+sin 3z+5 sin z, 

Choose b1= -5, so that f, (z) does not contain sin z, then 

f, (z) =sin 3z -8z cos z, 

(c) h (z)= (b, -V -) sin z+5 sin 3 z-i-s sin 5z -8z cos 3z. 

Now, if b=-2 f, then f,(z) =(3 sin 5z+5 sin 3z) -8z cos 3z. 

(d) f, (z)= (b3 -81s) sin z +243, cos s- z-I-Bz cos 3z -3 z cos 5z 

+- sin 7z-I-1 sin 5z -3 sin 3z, 

if b, =811$, then fg (z) =z (24 cos z4-8 cos 3z -3 cos 5z) 

+(lAs sin 7z-ß-3 sin 5z -33 sin 3z), and so on. 

Hence the integral in1'(z, q) is given by the integral equation 

y (z)= (1-5q +'á q' +gis q3+...) sin z 

}- 

Jz 
(a'+16q cos 2t) sin (t -z) y (t) dt, 

where a'=- 8q- 8ga+8g3- ......etc. 

N. B. -The same integral in, (z,q) can also be obtained by solving 
the integral equation 

y(z)= (1- 4q-F12gs ...)sin z-I- (a'+16g cos 2t)sin (t- z)y);t;dt, 

a' having the same value as above. 

17. If we proceed to construct the integral in, (z,q) from the integral 
equation 

y (z) =B1 sin 2z-h ` -, f (a'A -16q cos 2t)sin 2 (t -z) y (t) dt, 

v 

where a' = sso q 2 6 i o 4 q' + ......etc., we obtain according to the above 
procedure, 
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(i) fo (z) -sin 2z, 

(zz) fl (z)= (b.1 -1) sin 2z+; sin 4: 

if b1 =11 f,(z) =3 sin 4: 

(iii) f, (z)= (b3 -=,_) sin 2 :--8 cos 2s-ß * sin 6: 

if b2 =á, f! (z)=8z cos 2z+71- sin 6: 

(iv) fy(z)= (b3+9;'6)sin 2:- 16:- 1-13ez cos 43+116 sin 8z-l; sin 4:. 

if b3 =-9- -a,fs(z) =-- 16z-í -1g zcas4z+$'6 sin 8z -i sin 4z 

Hence y (z) =sin 2z -1-3q sin 4 :4q2 (8z cos 2z+s sin 6z) 

ß-q6( -16z+I z cos 4z+,'6 sin 8z -á7 sin 4z) + 

which is nothing bat the integral in,(z, q and is given by the integral 
equation 

y (z)= (1 +iq +ig2--91f . q3+...) sin 2z+3I(a'+16q cos 2t) 
O 

sin 2 (t -z) y (t) (lt. 



CHAPTER III. 

PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS. 

1. Having now obtained the integrals of Mathieu's differential 
equation, we will proceed to investigate some of the properties of these 
functions. Of these some are very useful in physical problems : -viz., 
the problem of vibration of an elliptic membrane, the problem of 
diffraction by an elliptic cylinder and in several others. Before 
proceeding further, let us summarise what we have done in the 
preceding pages. 

It will be seen that if in the equations (7) and (8), Chap. I, 
we put 

32q=- h2p2 /e , and A =a+16q 

they reduce to 

a 

+(A -{-16q cos 20G =O, 
dn' 

d'F +16q cosh 2e)F =O. del 

Solutions of (1) of the first kind are evidently 

ceo(n, q), Cei(1], q), 

se10i+ q), 

ce(77, u),... 

se2(11, q), se,(m q),... 
...(1A) 

and, therefore, those of (2) will be 

ceo(ie, q), Cei(ie, q), ce,(ie, q),......ce.,(ie, q),... 
... (2A) 

se1(i$, q), se2(ie, q),...se, (z , q),... 

The solutions of the second kind of (1), corresponding to those of 
the first kind, are 

ino(n, q), 1(?), q), z(n, 9),... i,ß(17, q)... 
... (1B) 

771i, (11, q), 201, q) 711(l, 
6 
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and hence those of (2) will be given by 

q), 2171(íE, q), ,(ie, q), 

q), j712(ie, q), 

q),... 

q),... 

Hence we can find the solutions of the equation 

a'U a a; +h'p'(ooshae-cosa)U=O. 
8s en 62 

Mathieu Functions form an Orthogonal System. 

2. Consider the two particular solutions 

¿Ps 

V 1=e ° Ce..(n, q) Qe.(it, q) 

¿PS 

,=e ° Ce (g, q) Ce (ze, q) 

of Laplace's equation V 2 V = O. 

By Green's Theorem we have 

IJ 
V, áñ1 ds=JJ V1 ' de, 

(2B) 

the surface integration being taken over the boundary of a closed 

space through which V, andV-, are defined and 

8V1 and 8V, 
en en 

denote the space variations of V, and V 2 along the outward drawn 
normal to ds. 

Let us take the closed space to be an elliptic cylinder bounded by 
the planes z =0, z= - oo and the curved surface e =a. 

(i) On the elliptic plane z =0, and e =a we have 

V, =ce. (n, q) ce 
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ay, = ( ay, 1 _ip and - cem(77i q)cen,(i4, q), 
an az ==o e 

and ¡fV, áV1 gives 

ip f a /'2a 

c .1 
0 0 

p2ce(n, q)Ce(ie, q)ce,(77, q)0e,(q, q)ded,7 

p2 being= h2(cosh2E- cos2q), (see art. 1, Chap. I). 

(ii) On the plane z = - co, e =a, we have V, =O and nothing is 

contributed by the integral. 

(iii) For the curved surface ¿ =a, we have 

ip 
x 

V2 =cc ce Oh q)Cen q) 

án1= 
avi 

=Q ` äl ' d =a 

tpx 
= á 

e ce,(77, g)ce,'(ia, q) 
Po 

po being = hVcosh'a- cos'r¡, 

and the part contributed by the integral on the left is 

-mo 

2ipz 
1 ec 
Po 

ce(n, q)Ce(ta, q)Ce,(o7, q)Ce',(ia, g)Podzdr7 

- 
21 

Ce(ta,q)Ce,'(ia, q)f 
2,rCen(7l, 

g),(71, q)drl 
p o 

Working out the other side in a similar way, we obtain on 
simplification, 

fee (ia, q)ce,'(ia, q)- ce '(ia, q)ce,(ia, q)} J .ce (r7, q)ce,(r7, q)d,7 =0 
o 

2a 
. if n+nz, then I ce(r7, q)ce,(r7, g)d,7=0, 

o 

(4) 
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but if n =m, then 

12r 
[ce.(-1, q)]'drl #0 but =a constant quantity. 

o 

In the same way we can prove the orthogonality of 

ce(n, q). se,,.(n, 4) ; Se,.(71, q). se,(71, g),...ete. 

Integral Equations Connected with the Mathieu Functions. 

3. Prof. Whittaker' has obtained certain homogeneous integral 
equations connected with the Elliptic Cylinder functions and has 

shown how these integral equations may be utilised to construct 
these cylindrical functions. Here we will proceed to obtain a general 
forme of the integral equation connected with these functions and 
will show that the Whittaker's types are but particular cases of that 
general form, obtained by taking special forms of the Kernel. 

It is well -known that the solution of the wave- equation 

[cf. (5), Chapter I ; k- p ] 

a 
x,-{- óyat+k'u=0, 

(5) 

for circular bodies leads to circular cylindrical functions or Bessel's 

functions. Thus, for a system of circular transformation given by 

v =r cos ca, y =r sin ¢, 

the differential equation (5) reduces to 

a'2L+1 au +1 aac ,+,k'2=0, 
9-2-r r' a, )9 ao 

E. T. Whittaker : Int. Congress of Mathematicians, 1912. Whittaker & 

Watson : Modern Analysis, pp. 407 -412 (Third Edition). 

Dbar : " On Some Integral Equations connected with Elliptic Cylinder 

Functions," Jour. of Dept. of Science (Cal. Univ.), Vol. III, Feb., 1922, pp. 251 -256. 
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whose solutions are given by 

sin sin sin 
Jo(kr), J1(k') cos)ç, J(ki')cos2,. J. kr)cos)n4,..., (7) 

and 

Yo(kr), Y1(kr) cos), Y,(kr) COS)2' ... Y.(kr j 
COS) 9a ... (8) 

where Yo, Y1 etc. are the Neumann's functions. 

In the same way, the solution of the same equation (1) for elliptic 

bodies leads to Elliptic Cylinder Functions or Mathieu Functions. 
Thus, if we reduce (5) to elliptic co- ordinates by the transformation, 

we get 
=h cosh $ cos y, y =h,sinhle sin y, 

acU 
.{. _ II -}-h2k'(cosh'e-cos'y)U-O, ... (9; 

which, again by U= G(q). F(0), where and 
exclusively functions of 'i and E, respectively, resolves itself into 
finding the solutions of the two equations :- 

e 2G +(A1 -16q cos 271)G =O, an' 

'11 cosh 2e)F =O, 

where 32q = -h'k' and A= a+16q, an arbitrary constant. 

The solutions of the equation (2) can be obtained by putting 
it for n in the solutions of (1). Now, for a given set of values of 
A, solutions of (5) have been obtained. They are given by (1A) and 
(1B), and those of (2) by (2A) and (2B), Chapter III, and the 
method by which their actual forms can be obtained has been already 
discussed in Chapters I and II. 

4. Suppose U(E, q) is an integral of the differential equation (9) 

other than those obtained above in (1A) and (1B) of art. 1 of Chap. 
III. Then if 09) be analytic in ( -7r, a), the integral defined by 

G (77) =I ' U (i8,0¢0) dB, 
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will satisfy the differential equation (1) 

if f ( 
ó 

F A-16y cos 217) 17(i0, ,9)d9-0, e 

i.e. if ¡r ( áU -}-16q cos 2r7.U) 0(8)dB-I-A f U(iB, n)0(0),70.0. 
-,r -,r 

But on substituting e =i6, and 32q = -h2k2 in (9) we obtain 

a2 +16q cos 217.0 = 
óbU 

+16q cos 29.0 

Hence the integral will satisfy the differential equation (1) 

((B) ( áéU -1-16q cos 26.U) dB-I -A f rU(i9,,?)0(0)dO =O, 

which, on integrating by parts, reduces to 

Cáe 
'(B)-Uáé ]+ f ]) { $9 cos 29) ¢}dB-O. 

Now, if U and 4) be such that 

U(ia, 71)=U(-i,r, o 

[ á e 
U(ie,,,)] = [ á é.U(i9, 

e=, e= _,r 

and further if $ be such that 

8.'0+0.+16q cos 29)¢ =0, 

4,(71-)=40(- 

B= 8= -,r 
(9A) 

then both the integral and the integrated parts vanish, and the integral 
gives the periodic solution of (1). Thus, we see that 4) must also be 

a periodic elliptic cylinder function of B, formed with the same 

constants A and q as G ( 'i) itself ; but there does not exist more 

than one distinct periodic solution of (1) with the same constant 
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A and q.1 Hence ¢(0) must be (save for a constant multiplier) 
what G (7) becomes when is replaced by B, i.e., it must be equal 

to X G (0)- In particular, when U and 43 are periodic, the conditions 
(9A) are satisfied. Hence, the periodic solution of (1) must satisfy 
the integral equation 

GO) =X f U(iB, n) G (8) dB, ... (10) 

the Kernel U(i0,71) being symmetrical in O and i7 and also periodic. 

As is apparent, the solutions of the integral equation will naturally 
depend upon the Kernel. Thus, according as it is even or odd perio- 

dic function of n, the integral equation will give us even or odd 

solutions. Again, it should be observed that for a given Kernel, the 
integral equation can have non -zero solutions when and only when A. 

has certain characteristic values, i.e., Eigenwerte, corresponding to 
which the periodic solutions of (I) will be ßigenfunktionen. 

5. Since the periodic solutions (i.) as given in (1A) are solutions 
of the homogeneous integral equation (10), it follows from the theory 
of homogeneous integral equation that these solutions must satisfy 
the orthogonal property, i,e., 

(n) d71=0 _ 
(i) f T 

[G, (, )]2d7i= tonst., 

Or in other words 

f7 _. 

f7 

I 

ce, (rl,g). ae (rl,g) dq=0, 

se, (n,g), se (mg) d7)=0, 

ce, (n,g). se'(n,q) =0, 

c. f. (4) Chap. TU. 

(na # n) ... (11) 

... (12) 

(na nj 

(na n) ... (13) 

' The truth of this statement is restricted to small values of I q I and the case 
when I q is large, is left open. Cf. Whittaker & Watson : Modern Analysis 
§ 19. 2. 
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The above integral equation (10) is suggested by the following 
procedure :- 

If U (e,n) is an integral of the differential equation (1) other than 
those hitherto obtained in (1A) and (2A), it must be possible to 
develop it in terms of the known solution given by (1A) and (2A). 
Hence 

00 

U(E,71)= z a,,, Gn, (11) Gn, (ie), ... (14) 
7n.=0 

Now, by multiplying both members of (14) by Gn, (n) and inte- 
grating between -,r and ,r, we obtain, by means of the known ortho- 
gonal properties of such functions 

J U(e,71) GA, (n) dn=a,,. G, (zo f [Gm 0)]. 
-n -w 

which by (12) may be written as 

G, (B) =A f U(iBm) G (rl) 
_r 

(15) 

as G (-0)= -I- G (0) and X is any const. quantity. 

6. To get the particular forms of the above homogeneous inte- 
gral equation, as for instance to obtain what may be called, integral 
equations of Whittaker's types, we shall have only to take particular 
forms of the Kernel. The particular type of G (0), to be selected 
from (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of (10) Chapter I, satisfying any integral 
equation, can be easily determined by examining how the Kernel 
behaves, first when ` -77' is put for `n' and secondly when `17-1-Ir' is put 
for `n'. Thus if we take 

cos kx, sin kx, x cos ky, y cos kx 

cos ky, sin ky, x sin ky, y sin kw 

as the forms of U (e, y) which satisfy the differential equation (5) 
Chap. III, we may obtain the particular forms of the Kernel U (10, n) 
from them, first by substituting for .e =h cosh e cos n and y-h 
sinh sin n and then 10 for e. The solutions which will be associated 
with these types of Kernels, can best be given in a _ table which is 
appended herewith. 
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If, further, we take 

J.(kr), (kr) có , J, (kr) c 
sin s) 20, 

J (kr) scions 

) n¢, ... etc. 

or 

Y.(kr), Y, (kr) cos /95,Y, (kr) c s l 2¢,...... 

Y. (kr) cos l n¢, etc. 

as the forms of U (.r, y), the Kernels and the corresponding type 
can also be easily found out. We will illustrate our method by consi- 
dering for instance the solution J. (kr) cos ny5. 

7. We can easily transform the solution in the following way 

J "(kr) J. (kr) cos n41- 
r" 

r cos n 

"(kr) r S n(n-1) r cos 
r" 2 ! 

cos " °'i sin's + ......... 
I 

, (16) 

Now, if n is even, we get 

J"(kr) cos n-Jkr) S x"-n(n2 1) x"-'y' 

...... -}-y" , ... (17) 

7 
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which when we express in terms of e, and 'i becomes 

J"(kh D (cosh 2e {-cos 271)) tcoshne cosnYf- n(n-l) 
11-(cosh 2 cos 277)}1 

2! 

Hence 

cosh' 2 cosn -'n sinh2 e'sin'n+ ±sinh" $ sin ",} 

Uo,n)- J"(kh-+ (cos 20 4-cos 20) {cos'O coann+ 
{a(cos 20-1-cos 20V 

n(n-1) 
COSn - ' B C09n-'t] 

2! 

x sin'0 sin', + +sin "0 sin "',J 
} 

Here if we put ' -n' for n, the sign of the expression does not alter. 

Similarly, when we put `171h71-' for n, then also the sign does not 

change. Therefore, from the integral equation (10), G- (n) must be 

such that it does not alter its sign when we write for n, ' -n' or `711-7r'. 

It will be easily seen from (10) Chapter I that G(11) must be of the 

form cea , (7, q). 

But if ñ is odd, the expression (16) will give us 

(kr J" (kr) cos nca= J ) 

Hence 

n(n-1) -ayz ......-i-xyn-i 
2! 

J (kh-¿(cos 20-cos 2,) ) n ( n l ) 
U(i0,17) f cosn0 cós"-1- 

2' ácos 20-cos 271)}2 

cos"-'0 sin'0 cosn-'n sin2n-i-......-}-cos O sin"'10cos 1l 
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Here' if we put for n, ' -n' the sign of U(0, n) does not alter, but 
when we put `rn +lr'_for'n', the sign alters. Hence from (IO), G (n) 

must be such that it alters its sign when we put for `n' 'f7 +7r' but does 

not alter its sign, when we put " -n" for n. Hence G (n) must be 

an integral of the type ce,, (T q) [see (10) Chapter I]. 

In the same way we can discuss other expressions and find the 
integrals associated with them. The results of this investigation can 

best be given in a table, appended below :- 

U (10,n) G(n) 

cos (kh cos B cos n) 
cos%(kh sin 8 sin n) 

jy^:n Cet (n,q) ) (khv (cos 20 +cos 2n)) cos [2m 
tan-1- i tan 0 tan n) } 

m =0, 1, 2, 3, etc, 

sin (kh cos 8 cos n) 
cos 8 cos n cosh (kh sin 0 sin n) 

Ce2r +1(n,q) J y2' +') (kh-Vi (cos 28 +cos 2n))cos (2m +1) tan-'(1 tan 8 tan n) 
) + 1 

m =0, 1, 2, 3, etc. 

sinh (kh sin B sin n) 
sin B sin n cos (kh cos 8 cos n) 

J2 See' +i(7i q) 
Y 2m . 

(k ++1 h , (cos 28 +cos 217)) sin [(2m +1) tan i(t tan e tan n) 

m =0, 1, 2, 3, etc. 

cos B cos n sinh (kh sin B sin n) 
sin 0-sin n sin (kh cos B cos 77) 

J23 Ses'(n'q) (khVi (cosl28 +cos 2n)) sin [2m tan-1(t tan B tan n) 
} 

m =1, 2, 3, ...etc. 

Dhar : TBhoku Math. Jour., Vol. 24. 



CHAPTER IV. 

EXPANSION OF THE MATHIEU FUNCTIONS IN A SERIES 

OF BESSEL'S FUNCTIONS.1 

1. In solving physical problems, as for instance in diffraction 
problems, it is necessary to show that the solutions of Mathieu's 
equation vanish for large value of the argument. For this and for 
other consideration, we will gain great advantage by expressing these 
solutions in a series of Bessel's Functions. Many of the results given 
below, were given by Heine, Särchinger, Schubert, Sieger and others. 
Later on Dr. John Dougall has in a beautiful paper 2 discussed the 
solutions of Mathieu's equation in series of Bessel's Functions. 

As was already said the various periodic solutions of Mathieu's 
equation can be expressed in a series of sines and cosines of multiples 
of n and, following Heine, can be classified into four groups (cf. 

Chap. I, 10) viz., 

(i) ce 2,(17,4) = ao,Y + an,,. COS 2nr1 
n =1 

(ii) ce, r +101,4)= n=o 
ßn,r cos (2n+1)rl, 

(1) 

(iii) se,r+1(rir4)= 
n=0 

sin: (2n+ 1) n, 

(iv) se, r (11,4) = sin 2nr1, J 
n=1 

with the following recurrence formulae for finding the co- efficients, viz., 

(i) 422,2 -A 
an +1lif +an -1, r= 

Óq 
altor , 

.-(2n+1)'-A (ii) n+I, r+NRlr r _ 

Ri-12 r+yR-1, r 

84 /-n,r, 

(2n+1)2 -A (iii) 

8n-1-1) r+olt..l, r 
4nÓ4 ASn1,r, 

Dhar : " The Jour. of the Indian Math. Soc.," Vol. XVI, 1926. 
' J. Dougall : Proc. Edin. Math. Soc., Vol. XXXIV, pp. 191 -196. 
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As has been already said, the above series converge only for 

definite values of the parameter A of the differential equation and 
have for other values, no meaning. Now for convergence, it is 

necessary that lim an =0, and three similar relations should hold. 
n->00 

As the recurrence formulae will give expressions for an, ß,, etc., in 
a series of rational and integral functions of A, the above conditions 
for convergence will furnish equations for determining A. Instead 
of proceeding as above, the special values of A for which the solutions 
exist have been found out by other means.' 

Assuming that the special values of A for which the solutions 
exist have been found out and substituted in the recurrence formulae, 
we will, following the method of Dougall,' find the form of an, r 

only. 

2. The special value of the parameter A, for which the solution 
ce2 r eq, q) has been constructed, is 

(22r r)2 
+ 

32q' 27(20r'+ 7)gs 
... etc. 4r' -1 (4r'- 1)8(4r' -4) 

which we may denote by (2R)'. 
Further, if we write 22.=X', the recurrence -formula (d) becomes 

L n' -R2 ant,, r Tan -1, r 
X2 

an, r 

Hence by Dougall's formulae,' we obtain 

ae, rr_ X'' f1-X4A(1)-f- JlBA(2)-{-I2A(3) ao, r II(n-I-T_-b) II(n-R) n n n 

E. L. Mathieu : Liouville's Jcur. XIII. 
Whittaker : Fifth International Congress of Math.., 1912. 
E. Linsay Ince : Prop. Edin Math. Soc., Vol. XXXIII, 1914 -15. 
S. C. Dhar : American Jour. of Math., Vol. XLV, 1923. 
Dougall, loc. cit. 

3 J. Dougall, loc. cit. 
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where 

(q) °° °° An - t,l 
o p 2 p3 

... p9 
2 

an+p, an+p, 
+pa ...an+Pi +Pa... +Pa, 

1 

dn {(n=¢-1)2-Ra} {(n1-2)2-R2} 

For approximate evaluation of the series for small values of q, 

these forms are suitable. We will, following Dougall, denote the 
right -hand side expression by 4i, (n). (n). Hence 

co 
r (n) cos 2nn. 

n=0 

3. (i) Ìf we take the kernel as cos (kit cos O cos "), then by 

(10) Chap. III we shall obtain the integral equation 

ce (i, q)-Xr 

-Xr ant,. 
n=0 

cos (kh cos O cos n)cear (O, q)dO 

_,r 

fcos (kh cos O cos n) cos 2n9 dO. 

r 

The value of Lr can be obtained at once by writing n = in the 

above equation, i.e., 

a 1 ` °O 
céa r 2, q r = nr a, r / n=o J 

cos 2n0 dO 

cñ,, .a0, r .271% 

l C6'r 2 
2w ae, ,. 

q } 
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Hence 

cea r (n q)=ces r 
(a 1 2 ,q ) 2 

00 Ia'r 
P=0 ap, r 

f cos (kh cos O cos n) cos 2n0 dB. 

_,r 

But by a modification of Bessel's integral, we have 

Ja (z) _ r cos (z cos B) cos 2n0 dO. 

Therefore 

ce2, (n, q) = Ce2 r( 2 , q) (-1)" ao, 
Ja (kh cos 71) 

=ce9, ( , g) ^ (-1)" ¢9 r (n) JZ (kh cos n)... (3) 
2 / n=o 

00 

or cet r (ia., q) = ce,.. (2, q) ( -1)" 02, (n) Jan (kh cos e) (4) 
=0 

(ii) If we take II (0, n) =cosh (kh sin B sin n), we get 

ce (n, q) = X'r f cosh (kh sin B sin o cee r (0, q) dB 

-,r 

co 

= Á'r z., a f cosh (kh sin B sin n) cos 2n0 dO. 
" =o 

_ir 

To obtain X',. put n =0 in the above relation and,we get 

cea r (0, q) =nlr i a",, 
Lir 

cos 2n0 dB=X'r aos .2r 
"=0 

I cea, (0, q) 
27r' ao, 
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Hence 
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7r 

ce, r (7), q) =ce, ,. (0, q) 
" o 

"' r 2 f cosh (kh siri O sin .1) 
0, r 

"mA 

cos 2nO dB 

ir 

=ce, r (O. q) " "' r 
1 J cos (ikh sin 6 sin o 

n =0 ao, r 277' 
s7r 

cos 2n0 d9.= 

1 
7r 

But J, (m) = 
27r 

f COS (z sin B) cos 2n9 de. 

.. ce, r(77, q) =ce, r (O, q). ¿ ", r J, "(ikh sin i) "=0 CtOf r 

00 

=ce, r (0, q) 2 r (n). J2, (ikh sin n) 
n=0 

Hence also 

0.0 

ce,r(it, q)=cear(O: 02r(ryZ) Jg"(-kh sinh0 
" =0 

... (5) 

00 
1 C 

=Ce3 r(O, q). ' 4), " 4 n(kh sine). ... (6) 
"=o 

(iii) Further if we take II(iO, 71) =J0(kh^ (cos 20 --cos 2g)). 

then 

ce, r(7), q) =µr r Jo -cos (kh 20 -{- cos 271) ) ce, r (B, q) ?B 
/ _7r 

00 

=µr Z a",r r 
Tr -a (cos 29-I-cos 277) ) 

"=o J -r 
cos 2n0 dB, 
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Now, putting li =0 in the above relation, we obtain 

ce2r(0, q)=µ, a", ,f Ja(kh cos 0)cos 2n0 de. 
"=o 

To find an expression forµ we proceed as follows :- 
We know that 

Therefore 

Jo(z) =27r cos (z sins)d4), 
-A 

or Jo (kh cos 0) =17r .f cos (kh cos O sin q5) d¢. 
-,r 

fJò (kh cos 0) cos 2n0 dO 

-A 

A -1 r fir cos (' h cos 0 sin ¢) cos 2n0 de d4 

l _1' f dcA f cos (let cos 0 sin ¢) cos 2n0 de 

f(.?) ". J, "(kh sin ¢) d¢ 
-, 

ce(0, q)=µrf 2( -1)"a r J (Alt sin q,) d¢ 

fao, 
fir 

. 

ce,, 2 - , g l _w 
ce (¿ -4,, q Idy5, from (3) 
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Now, putting iE for q, we obtain 

0G 

ce2 r(ZG, q) =/tr 2 an, 
=o, 

r f 
.A 

Jo (kh 4 (cos 20+ cosh 2E) 

eos m0 d0 

But by Neumann's addition theorem, 

Jo(kh-á(cos 20-1-cosh 2E) 

=Jo¡ kh . /e2E + 2 coa 20-1-e-4) 

= 2 (- 1)'"E.,J.(+kh of ) J+,( --kh e °1. ) cos 2m0, 

where E., is the Neumann factor which is equal to 2 when m #0 and is 

equal to 1, when m is zero.. 

Hence 

0e9r(i$, q)=1,rG a., r(-1)"E.J.. (i kh e°E )J,(-1- kh et ) 
+=o ato 

But 

an =n. 

* 
cos 2n0 cos 2m0 de. 

fr cos 2mO' cos 2n0 de =0, if m #n and equal to ar; when 

-a 
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Therefore 

oo 
n ( Z 

e )J,,("e-1 ) (7) ce ,(a, 4)=µr $a (--1). an7r Jn 
=0 

n 
q) I ce, r(f g) Cez r 2 

7 

r 
ce, ( 

2' - g 
1 

J ) d 
2c 
_x 

OC 

20 

X 

(-1)n 4.".(n)Jn\ 
2Le Jn( 2 e-E 

(iv) Again by taking 

U(iO, i) =J,[ kh k(cos 20+cos 21))]] cos 20, 

we obtain 

q)=µ'r f J,. cos 2¢. ce (0, q) d9. 

ec 

=µ r I a,,,,. J,. cos 2¢. cos 2n9 dB 
n0 

Oo 

.. ce =pf, G a. 
*=0 1" 

-r 

J kh 
e2E +2 cos 20+e-21 x 

_9(S 

cos 20 cos 2n0 dB. 

Now. J2 [ {kh e2 +2 cos 2n+e -2 cos 20 

J.,[ +kh\ e2E +2 cos 2n+e 
2E r' cos 24) 

+112(84 --2 cos 2, --e 
_ 

) 

_J,(kr) xh*(cosh 2e coo n-sinh'$) 
r' 

... (9) 
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Now, by Gegenbauer's Addition Theorem,' we have 

J,(kr) 
(hr )e 

°° n J ,!' 1h et 1 J (. 1,h e-t ) CM (cos 2) -2 z (-1) (nt-}--) 
9+ 

(¡I:It),(÷17h 
z 

m=o 

where Cm (cos 27,) denotes the co- efficient of a"' in the expansion of 

(1 -2a cos 271+ae) -9 in ascending powers of a. This co- efficient is 

evidently seen to be equal to 

(nt+ 1).1.2 cos 2m71+nz.2.2 cos 2(m --2)77 

-}-(m- 1).3.2 cos 2(m- 4)71-f- ... (11) 

Hence from (9) and (10), we have 

where 

00 

9)=11.2 (-1)m(2-1-nt`J,+,(11het )J9+.(él.he-t ) 

a 
=o 

m=o 

x { a ".,, cosh 2e -a'm,, slnh' ... (12) 

a ,,J A 

cos' 9 cos 2nOC, (cos 20)dO 

A 

oo 

and á,r=Z a,,,, f Acos 2n0 C. (cos 20)dB 
=o 

Now a m,= =o 
a../ cos 2(n+1)ß+2 cos 2n0 

-}-cos 2(n-1)0} Cñ (cos 20)dO 

Watson : Theory of Bessel's Functions, p. 363. 
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= k7r {(m +1). 1(a, +1, r +2a., +ar,_1, r) 

-Fm.2(a,_1. 2am r) 

}- (m -1). 3(a,,,_3, 

+ ... (13) 

which is obtained by using the relation (11) and integrating. 

Similarly 

J a' ,,, r -,}7t {(m +1) 1. a, ,+m.2.a,_,, 

+(7)z, -1). 3. a r +...} (14) 

Similar expansions of ce,r(ie, q) by using J3 cos 30, J4 cos 4¢... 
etc. for the kernels can be obtained. 

(y) Another but different form of the integral ce, r(ie, q) can be 

obtained, if we take the Kernel of the form 

u,i0, 71) =Yo(khá (cos 20+cos 2rl) ) 

In that case for a particular value of X, say X', r we obtain 

7r 

ce, r(it) q)= Xis rJ Yo(kh-; (cos 20+cosh 2e,)ce(0, g)dB, 

-,r 

ir 

=~I,rYo ( 2t e2-}-2 cos 2B-}-e-2E) ce, r(6,q)dB. 

-7r \ 

But by Addition Theorem,' we get 

YO(2 
e2 +2 cos 20 +e -4 

Y0( 
2 

é )Jo(e -t 1 -h2 *z ( -1 )"(5t 

xJ" (!e ) cos 2n0. 

' Gray and Mathew : Treatise on Bessel'a Functions, p. 92. 
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Now, substituting this expression for Yo and the series for 

cet r (B, q) in the integral equation and simplifying, we get 

co 
ce2r(4, q)=it'2r.21r (-1)nena, rYn( e )(Çe ... (15) 

It should be noticed in passing that the above expression (15) was 

obtained by Sieger as the expansion for the solution of the second 

kind of Mathieu's equation, which cannot be the case as is evident 
from above. 

Expressions similar to (7) and (15) can also be obtained for the 

integrals te9r +1(ie, q), sear +1@ , q) and se2r.(ie, q) by taking the 

Kernel U(iO, 77) to be of the form 

J1(khV/2 (cos 204-cos 2r7)) cos {tan -1(i tan 6 tan 77) }, 

J1(kh v' (cos 20+cos 2,7) ) sin {tan -' (i tan 6 tan 

and J. (khV (cos 20+cos 217) ) sin {2 tan -1(i tan O tan ,7)} 

or Y1(kh-2(cos 20+cos 217) )cos {tan -1(i tan O tan 77) }, 

Y 1(kh ,V4 (cos 20 + cos 2,7) ) sin {tan -1(i tan O tan n)} 

and Y2(kh i(cos20+cos 2,7) ) sin {2 tan -1(i tan O tan ,7)} 

respectively. 

Some of these expressions have been investigated by various 

writers. We give below some of them.' 

Ce2 r+1(Zç, q) 

kh -2a. a.2 r-1-1. .cosh e /3' J (?t )J,.."( 
2 e.)... (16) 

1 Sieger : loe. cit., Bd. 27. 

Heine : Kugelfuncfionen, p. 333. 

Gray and Mathew : loc. cit., p. 92. 
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where R'", r=1/3o, r-/31, *+N2, r-...+(-1)"13",,}(n+1) 

e,r+lfzÉ, q)= 

ao 

(et 
\ 

2ar. µ, r+1 Binh ¢s,"' 
r J1+" 

) J,+ 2 e-t , (17) 

where S'", r={So, r-sl, r-I-...(-1)"S, r}(n+1) 

seg q) 

co 
=2r. µ sinh 4 cosh oy', r J,+" (teE ) ), (18) 

where r = yo, r - r+...+(-1l"y, r}(n+1). 

4. That the above expressions (4)...(I8) satisfy the differ- 

ential equation (2), art. 1, Chapter III, may be seen by adopting the 
procedure given by Dougall.r We will illustrate the method by 
taking only the expression (7) and showing that it satisfies the 
differential equation, thus :- 

The expressions J (Xet) and J (Xe -E), where J(x) is a Bessel's 
function of the nth order, satisfy the equations 

respectively. 

Hence 

(2-) 
(12 y +\"a -n')y=0 

(22) 

y + (X'e- -n')y=0 

as { J(Xet ).J "(Xe-1 )}+(A1e2E -h'e-2 -2n'). 

{J"(Xe )J"(ae )} 

=-2Jl'J"'(Xe4- )J"('ae-F ), 

, Döiigall : ?roc. Eáin. Math-,5ac., VOL. XXXIV, pp. 191-194.. 
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or 

where 

d2 {J(Xe -(16q cosh 2e- 2n2) }. t ).J (Ae -t )} 

=16gJ 1(Àet )J ' (Xe -t ) 

32q =_h'k2 = -h'p' and X = +kh. 
c 

or d 
9 

' -(lóq cosh 2e +A) . [J.(aef ) J (Ae -t )} 

_160..'(Xet ) J'(Ae -t )+(2n' -A) J. (Xet ) J.(Xe -t ), (19) 

Now, by the recurrence formulae of Bessel's functions, 

We have 

4J'.(Aet ).J'(Xe_t )= {J_1(Xet ) 

(Xet )} {J.-,(Xe -t )- J. +(Xe -t ) }, ... (20) 

Again, by the recurrence formulae, 

2n J.(Xel (Àe )-hJ.+i Owl ) 
ket 

2n 

ke- E J. ) =J , (Xe--t )+J.+,(XerE ) 

we will have 

J.(xet ) J.(ae E 
) 

={J.-a(Xe' (Xet )} {J.-,(Xe-4 )}, ... (21) 
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Hence from (20) and (21), we get 

4J (XeE ) J' lXe -E 
)+4!),7122 J (XeE ) J (Àe"E ) =2 {J _,(Xet ) 

J -,(Ae -E ) +J +1(XeE )J .,,(Xe- E )} 

or 8q J' (XeE ).J' (Xe -E )- n2J,(XeE )J (Xe -t )= 4q {J _1 XeE ) 

J_,(Xe-E )+J+,(Xet )J+,(Xe- )} ... (22) 

Therefore, from (l 9) and (22) 

d' 

de 
-(16g cosh 2e+A) J(Xet )J(Xe- ) 

a 

=(47aa-A)J,,(ae )J(Xe- )+8q{J_,(aeE )J-,(Xe-E ) 

)J " +, (Ae-E ) } 

Now, if we substitute 

ao Jo(Aet )J0(Àe- )+ '"(-1)"a, J (Xef ) J (Àe°' 

X being =1- Rh 

in the differential equation 

day -(16q cosh 2$ +A)y =0 dea 

we will have 

), 

... (23) 

a 
da -16 cosh 2-}. A J(ñeE J ae-E 

o0 
o,. da ( q ) o. ) o( ) 

I 

L 

d2 -(16q cosh 2$+A) 
JJ (XeE )J (Xe -f ) =0 da 

which by (23) becomes 

r[(40- A)J (Xet )J (Xe -E ) +8q {J "_,(Aef )J 1(Àe 
). 

+J +1(XeE). J +,(Àe -E }] =0. 
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Equating the co-efficients of J"(Xet ). J"(Xe-E ), we get 

(-1)"(40 -A)a ,-f-(-1)"+i 3g a"+i, r-f-(-1)-i Sq a"-i, r=0 

(' AN = r -a-1, r 

These are exactly the recurrence formulae for the a'3 which we 

have obtained for Ce (n, q) in (11) art. 3, Chapter I. 

It will be further seen that the series is convergent, for by 
Cauchy's Criteria of Convergence, we have 

lim u*+lI=lim 
I 

a+1, r 

26" a", r 

= limr"+1, r 

a", r 

¡ +¡ Ich 1 
+1 2 e Jp1 Z e-E 

(Leh el ) J"( e-E 

kh et , 
kh 

e 

2n+1) 

for when n is very large and x finite 

J"('')- 2"ni 

=0, 

5. Another fruitful method is to transform the equation (1) 
Chap. III by means of the relation. 

µ= cos 17. 

The equation (1) is thereLy transformed into 

(1- µ2)dµ? -µ dµ -1- (A- 16q+32gµ$)G =0 

or (1-µ4)µ. -µ dG -I-{A-1-310k2q-h2k2µ; }G=O, ... (24) 

for 32q=-h9k'. 

i 

i 

i 
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Now, assume 

00 

G= 2(-1)"B.,r J2"(hkµ) 
"=o 

Then substituting in the above equation (24), we get 

oo 
2(-1)"B.,r{(1-µ9)h2k2J"9"-1tkµJ'4 + [(A-1-11-1/.20)-72.2 ow] J,"=0. 
w=o 

But from the properties of Bessel's functions 

J " " =4(J.-2- 2J.+J,, +9), n >2. 

ro =31 Js -Jo 

112 k2µ93.". -1- hkµJ'" -1-112 k2J. =n'3... 

By the help of the above relations, the (above) expression is 

transformed into :- 

2(-1)"472B,r J2,-h2k9" 4.,r{Jp"_,-2J2"+J2"+2} 

-(3h9k'+A) Z(-1)"Br J,"=0 
"=o 

Equating the coefficients of J9. to zero, we have 

2(A-4n')B.,.. 

Thus, it will be seen from a comparison of the recurrence formulae 
connecting a.,,. in p. 52, that when we take A to be the value appro- 
priate for the solution (82 r, the coefficients Bo, B r. ... B ,,,,.. are 
constants multiples of ao,r, al,r, . 

Hence 

C0 

cegr(ri, q) =Xr Z(- 1)'a.,, 3.2 ,,(kh cos r/). =0 

a result, wnich we have already obtained by a different method 
(cf. 3, and 1, Chap. IV). 
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6. It will be now easy to show that all the expressions (3), ... etc. 
(18) which we have obtained for the integrals of the first kind, vanish 
when E, is made infinitely great. 

For, when x is very large, the asymptotic expansions for J and Y 
are given by the formulae 

J.(e)'= VI cos t (2n+1)7-ar 
,r,z 4 

Y(;e)= V x (log 2-y) cos 
(2n-I-1)7r 

4 

Vsin r (2n- 1-1)7 
2a; 1. 4 

Hence when e is made very large 

X } 

j k2 e =0, and Y (k e ) -0 

Further, when we have 

x" J(x)= 2* .n i 

Hence, when E is very large, 

(i) JD 
(11 

e ) =J 0(0)=1 ; J (P2' e ) =J(o)=0, n>0. 

as cosh J é. klae- kh 
( ) (ich 

2 ) = 4 

cosh e J 1 + (Zh 

e+ kh 
n+1 (tt+1)E 

L ( 2 ) 2-+1. (n-E1)1 

, 

(iii) sinh e j, ( kla e- 
2 

)- 8; sinh Jn+1 ( 2 e-zl _0, nl, 



1:4-a.4- -:ni f iYa.rr,:eL, rG.c, 
6 y, 

C(V) E 
kzi( e-- l 327«/ 

L 2- 
e - 

o , 

A-Qoo LZ/ j..y, a£ i 1.tti e-9 _ kÇ / 4.s 
Z KA ë-i = o w,G.. 

If-ü 2,y6Ly.a. `g),LrZJ,(1s)'- ` . 

7.;..- 
o 

Qc s J,+n 

7/.12.Aft(clre.. 41e_ e 7c0-44. i;ux. 

as) . fry. veth,a.. 

) 
(2- e_ -, 

c etr í`" Ei Q) = o) 
E// 00 ' -- L'A ?r+r 

:. ce2r+tk.L£i =o 

Zvt c),A--a , ít-4; C4-44:: 17j %ay /4ß. fit0-etAge-Ae 

,44,1 dtf_t line.toNt¢o a/1,414:444 Ft.i-.1c& LP.4-11- k-e'- Px-6 jj"-x 
LQw"ftele,4 ,att---doZe4 acu-e 1161-4/4- -- a / 444- 

at4 C4r10-4_ w eoust.eeLN Gñ - %., ,G ea, 

,G.. ,40--7(1 .;t : 4-zy2- t,&.*tee., !' -*Iii.l_a4w-2.-1.``c 

,°', P á! LfR-' -i . re.e G lt d 
1-x-e-"Gti-r.ad.. c. 74°P. r, ;uue /`fí2-ier,uc a-K..t 

rjjtra.(s.lL GLr 
iL- l ¢-4. 4. A. ci,A1 4. ' ! - A j- a( ^e. i u . u./1 .! 

° f./a. ! -íi'" '.w YeK w_ ' Y / 

. 

F_ T. /%1`Ái _ *u2. %Yo...` _ áoc. l/a.e. 4J Ss-eG . 
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cist,(G, F. .-_ oile /zt_e.u., 
iaeu t cl Hc ,C.ù c2 en,. atdek2l'r 
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From the PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE, Ser. 7, vol. xvii. p. }0ß3, 
May 1934. 

On the Expansion of Mathieu Functions in a series of 
Bessel's Functions.. By S. C. DHAR, D.Sc. 

Introduction. 
MATHIEU functions have been expressed in different 

forms, in terms of Bessel's functions, by various 
writers, notable amongst them being Heine t, Sieger $, 
and Dougall §. This was done also by the help of 
integral equations II which Mathieu functions satisfy. 
The object of this paper is to obtain expansions of 
Mathieu functions in a series of Bessel's functions by the 
method of successive approximations. This method had 
been employed by various writers ¶, notably by Profs. 
Whittaker and Watson**, to obtain Mathieu functions 
in cosine and sine forms. In this paper the same 
method has been utilized to obtain solutions of the first 
and second kind of Mathieu's equations, in a series of 
Bessel's Harmonics. 

§ 1. 

The well -known differential equation for the .propaga- 
tion of electromagnetic waves, reduces for the trans- 
formation 

into the form 
x-{ -iy =h cos h(e+i7) 

d2G 
-(h2k2cos271-A)G=O, . . . . (1) 

d2F +(h2k2 cos h2e-A)F=O. . . . (2) de2 

The periodic solutions of (1) in cosine or sine of multiples 
of 

71 are called thé Mathieu functions. 
If we transform (1) by writing 

cos 1] =µ 
t Heine, ' Kugelfunctionen,' p. 333. 

Sieger, Ann. d. Phys. xxvii. 
§ Dougall, Proc. Edin. Math. Soc. xxxiv. pp. 191 -196. 

Dhar, Jour. of the Dept. of Science, Cal. Univ. ix. 
¶ Dhar, Am. Jour. of Math. xlv. no. 3. 

** Whittaker and Watson, ' Modern Analysis,' pp. 413 -415. 

7/ 
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and put hk =A, we get 

d2G da 
(1 -f.2) -ixd - (Á2(12- A)G =0. 

Now, again, if we put 
z, 

the the equation (3) is again transformed into 

(À2 d2G 
z 

dG (z2- A)G =O. 
dz2 dz 

Take 

(3) 

A= n2+a , 
where a is a function of A, such that when A-+0, a -*0. 
The solutions of (1) in this case will reduce to cos nn or 
sin nn, which corresponds to the Mathieu functions 
denoted by ce (fl) or se (fl) respectively. Hence we get 
for this value of A, 

or 

(a2-z2) d2G -z dGn(z2 
dz2 dz -n2-a)G=0, 

z2d2G 
+zd 

z'j +(z2- n2)Gn =A2 dz2 +anG 

Denote this equation by 

pG =DG , 
where the operators 

d2 d 
V -z2 

dz2 +zdz +(z2 
-n2) and D -A2 +a 

(4) 

§ 2. 

If J ,(z) be a Bessel's function of order m, then 
recurrence formula gives 

2 (zJ a= J,n- 1- J,n+i. 

d2 
2 z 

dz2 
=J,n-2-2J,.-J,n+a 



Hence 

and 

where 

Functions in terms of Bessel Functions. 

A2 A2 A2 
DJm= -92Jm-2-{- tan- 

= LJm-2-f-MJm-I-LJnz+2. (5) 

pJm= (m2-n2)J»t=an,J,> (6) 

A2 A2 
L 

22 
, M=an- 2, and am= m2-n2. 

(V-D)J,n=-LJn,_2-(M- an, )Jnt- TALL +2 (7) 

§ 3. 

Solution by Continued Approximation. 

Equation (3) gives us 

VGn- DG =O. (4) 

A first approximation to (4) is a solution of 

VGn =O, 
which is given by J,,, which we shall call Uo, 

J,t 

If this solution be substituted in DG, we get by (5) 

LJ1z- 2- I- MJ,t- I- LJ,t +2= V1 (say). 
Write 

`V1= V1 -ß1Jn, where ß1 =M, 
the reason for doing so is that the solution of VG,t =Jn 
will contain terms which will not be periodic. 

A second approximation of (4) is given by 

V -1 rr 1 LJ'! -2 +1-.Jn +2 = U1 
an_2 n +2 

Again, substituting U1 in DG, we obtain 

(LJn- 4 +MJn -2 +LJn) an_ 2 

L 
-}- - (LJn+MJn +2+LJn +4) =V 2 (say). 

an +2 

(say). 
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§ 6. 

Again, if in the differential equation (1) we put 
kh =iA and sin 77=µ 

it is transformed into 

(1 -µ2)iú -µ { 
20(1_142,) -FAG= 

dtt 
which reduces to, on transformation by the relation Aµ =--z, 

d2G d2G 
z2 

dz2 + z 

dGdz 
+ (z2- n2)G, =A2 

dz2 (A2+a,)G, , 

2 
A2 

C4z2,z 
+a'G, an' = aiz +A2, 

i. e., VG =DG . (13) 

The method of solving this is the same as that given in 
previous articles, with only this difference, that in (8) we 

shall have to substitute a 22 in place of a - A2 

+ . It 

will be seen that these will give Mathieu functions repre- 
sented generally by se (n). It is needless to proceed to 
their construction, as they can be easily written down from 
those already given. 

Again, as Bessel's functions of the second kind, Y (say 
Hankel's form), satisfies the same recurrence formule as 
J , it is evident that if, in place of J,,, Y be substituted 
in (8), we will get solutions of second kind of Mathieu's 
equation, in Bessel's functions. 

13aggur, India. 
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CHAPTER Vt, 

SCAVPERING OF ELECTROtiMAGNETIC WAVE1 BY AN ELLIPTIC CYLINDER. 

1. The theory of diffraction as propounded by Huyghens is only 
approximately true, because it does not take into consideration the 
boundary conditions which the electric and magnetic forces of the 

waves must satisfy. A strictly regorous solution of the diffraction 

problem was first given by Sommerfeld t who found the diffraction 
of plane waves by the straight edge of an infinitely thin and perfectly 
conducting plane. . After him various writers, viz., Schwarzchilds, 
J. J. Thomson, Rayleigh, and others have written on the subject. 

Later on, Prof. Siegers and Aiehi4 both independently, have worked 

out the diffraction by an elliptic cylinder. We shall indicate below 

how elliptic cylinder functions were employed to solve the problem 
The problem which we propose is the following :-- 

A plane and polarised wave is allowed to fall upon the sides of a 

perfectly reflecting metallic cylinder of elliptic cross -section, we pro- 

pose to find the diffraction produced by the obstacle. 

2. The well -known differential equations for the propagation 
of electromagnetic waves, as given by Maxwell, reduces for elliptic 
cylinder co- ordinates, viz., 

v +iy =h cosh (e +ír¡) 

to the following equations :- 
4iruE =+E aE= - c epHn OPH 

at P9L ae a J 

aEt - c aH=- aHn 4moD -1- 
E at a, c az 

caH= 47rvE, + e as _ c a z P á z 

A. Sommerfeld: Math. Annalen, Bd. 45 and 47. 
7 K. Schwarzchild: Math. Ann., Bd. 55. 

3 B. Sieger: Annalen der Physik, Bd. 27. 

K. Aiohi : Tokyo Sugaku Buturigakkwai Kizi, 2nd Series, Vol. IV, No. 14. 
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and 

a pE a pE,7 

an aJ 
µ 

ant _ aE - e 8E. (2) 
at az p an 

aa _c aE. aE 
at p ae ° az 

where Et, En, Ez, HI, Hn, Hz are the three components of the 

electric and magnetic forces in the three directions . , ,, z respectively, 

c is the velocity of light, and also where 

132 =h' (cosh9e-cos'n), 

(by (4) Chap. I.). 

Firstly, assume that the electric force in the incident waves are 

parallel to the axis of the cylinder, which is taken as the z -axis, then 

E =E =H, =o, 

and the set of equations (1) and (2,) will reduce to 

apx apill 
(i) 4rQE: + E at° =P a` 2 an 

aH c aE. 
(27) 

µ at p an 

(3) 

aHn _c aE. 
a t p ae ... (4) 

Now, eliminating Ht and Hn from the above equations, we get, 

when the medium is perfectly dialectric 

a 2E: + a 2E: - µp'E 0.2E, 
ay2 a,2 02 at9 

(5) 
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Secondly, assume that the magnetic force in the incident waves is 

parallel to the z -axis, or in other words that the electric force is in a 
plane perpendicular to the z -axis, then 

114 =A,, =E, =O. 

and the equations (l) and (2) transform to 

aE 
(a) rvE +E 

E - e 8 H° 4 
at p an 

(ii) 4iQE,r + E 
a; _-c a H 

et 
p 
a 

z 
a H<_ _er a pEE 

a pEn at pl L ay a$ J 

Hence when o =o, we obtain on eliminating Et and En, 

82H + a2H8- PLY' a2A: 
a e2 

an. - 02 at, 

(61 

( 7) 

(8) 

Thus the two equations (5) and (8) are identical in form and it 
will do, if we solve only one. 

3. Taking the first set of equations (4) and (5), we find 
that if a set of plane waves o be incident on the cylinder 
the problem is to determine r which besides being solution of the 
differential equation (5), be such as will satisfy the boundary condi- 
tion 

1P+11/0 =4 ... (9) 

on the boundary of the cylinder and 

I,G=0 (10) 

at infinity. Then we can easily obtain HE and fin from E. by the 

relations (4). 

Now, let us suppose that the electric force E, is a periodic func- 
tion of time, and put 

E =Ve")Ot 
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Then the differential- equation (5) transforms into 

$3 

eav s 

aea 
-I- 8 -Fh2k' (cosh2e-cos2n) V=0 (11) 

where k2 
-µewo 2 

c' 

And if we put - 

V=v(e). G(n) 

then the above equation decomposes into the two ordinary equations 

2G -(h2k2 cos2,+A)G=O, 
an. 

a 2F -F(h2k' coshq+A)F=O, at. 

(12) 

which are the known equations for the elliptic cylinder functions (See 

Chapter I (7) and (8) whose solutions are obtained in previous 

Chapters and are given in (1A), (M) and (1B), (2B) Chapter III, 
I. 

4. For the incident wave, which we suppose to be propagated 
from the positive direction of the y axis to the negative direction of 

the elliptic cylinder given by e =ß, let us put 

=Mei(ky+m°t) 

where coo =VR, & V' =c2 /µe. For air, V =c. 

(14) 

Here M is the amplitude of the wave, whose wave length is 

X-= 
Zk 

. If Rh < 1, then X > 27rh and the incident wave will be 

such that its cvave length will be greater than the distance 

between the foci of the confocal ellipses. 

Now, e" a = cos(kh sinh e sin r¡) +i sin (kit sinh sin y 

10 
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Therefore, since cos (kh sinh e sin 17) and sin (kh sinh a sin n) 

satisfy the equation (11), they must be expansible in series of elliptic 
cylinder functions as :- 

C0 

cos (kh sin))= Z a,. ce (n)ce2,.(ie), 

00 

sin (kh sính e sin n), Z br se, r+1(n)Se2 r+1(iS)1 
=1 

where ces,,(ij) and se$ r +, (rd) are solutions of Mathieu's equation (12) 

and ce, r(ie) and se27, +,(ie) are the corresponding solutions of (13;, 
such that 

(i) ce2r(i )= 
2a 

ft cos (kh sinh e)ce2,(n)dn ... (14) 
0 

(ii) a 2J 2r 
[oe2r(yl)]2dY/ ... (15) 

r a 

And 

rt 

(iii) se2,+1(i J= 2v J 
sin (kh sinh e sin n)se2 r +, (n)ddn, (16) 

0 

1 1 r2ir 
(iv) b=2aJ 

0 
[sea r+1(yl)? dyi 

Hence we obtain the development of the incident wave in terms 
of elliptic cylinder functions as 

íwt 
x 

o=Me Z areeY,(77)Ce2r(ie) 
r-0 

1 
b rse2 r+, (y/se2 r+1 (4 ... (18) 

r=0 

The solutions ce2,(n) and Seer +1(ßl), which are known as 

Mathieu Functions have already been obtained in an earlier -chapter. 
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The. expressions for ce,r(ie), which were defined by (14) can be 
obtained by that integral or can be obtained by an expression of 
Heine, viz., 

00 
' ee,r(i)=ao, rJe(kh sinh e)+ Z a, rJ,(kh sinh0, ... (19) 

=1 

following the method of Art. 3 (ii), Chap. IV, thus we have 

2r 

ce$r(ie)= 
27r f cos (kh sinh sin 77) ce,r(771d77 

r2r 
= Z a ,.. - J cos (kh sinh e sin n) cos 2mar7 dri 

n =o 27r o 

0c 

= Z a, r J,,(kh sinh e) 
=0 

cf. (6), Art. 3, Chap. W. 

In the same way, se, r +,(i) can be obtained either by the integral 
(16), or by the expression, 

00 

se,r+,(i4)= z Sn, rJ2n+,(kh sinh 
n=0 

which can be obtained by the method of Art. 3, Chap. IV, viz., 

27r 

seer +t (ie) = 
27< I sin (kh sinh e sin , )se, r +í(77)d77 

(20) 

00 r27r 
= Z 8, rl sin (kh sinh e sin 77) sin (2n- f.1),7 d77 

27r n -0 0 

00 -z 8 r J, +, (kk sinh o. 
=0 

Now, to find the diffraction produced by an elliptic cylinder 
given by e =ß, corresponding to the incident wave given by (18), 
we will assume for the diffraction -wave, the expression 



Y' 

=MeZwt 
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00 
/ 

00 
t 

ArCe3r(1%) Ziar(1e)+Z 2 Br sear+l(1%).%1%ar+1(25) 
r=U r=Q 

(21) 

where in, (4) (i) and j112 r +1 {iE) are the solutions of the second kind 
corresponding tó the solutions cet r (ie) and se2r +1(iE) respectively. 

Then by the condition that 

[4/0-ß-0]=6 

when E =ß, we obtain 

Ar -_ar ce2r(iß) and Br = -br seer +,(iß¡) 
Zia -(2N) %1%2 r +l(ZN). 

... (22) 

The coefficients A,. and .Br can now be calculated, as in the 

previous chapters methods were given for finding the integrals 

ce, r (iE), set r +1(is), r (25) and ./n2 n +1 (iE). 

Case of a Small Elliptic Cylinder. 

5. From physical considerations L ord Rayleigh I has investigated 
the scattering of sound waves by a small elliptic cylinder and hence 
he has, by suitable transformation, deduced the scattering of 

electromagnetic waves produced by such an obstacle. It will be 

presently shown that the results which we have obtained above, 

becomes simplified when we consider the case of an elliptic cylinder 

of small cross- section such that h cosh E and le sinh E are small. 

Further, we shall consider the scattering produced when the incident 

waves are of very: large - ..wave- lengths, so that w( =kh) is very 

small. 

Putting o =kh, we obtain the solutions of (12) by any one of the 

methods, indicated in Chapter I. 

(i) ceo(1]) =1- á cos 2i/+ 512 
cos 4'q+..._ 

(ii) cet 0) =cos 217+`-f6(1-c°8 h 17 

) +6144 
cos 6n+.., 

1 Lord Rayleigh : Scientific Papers IV, p. 305. 
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(iii) ce,(7) =cos 4,x+16 (T3 cos. 27- 
ä 

Cos 4s7) 

512 (-61 30 
cos 877 -F-... 

(iv) sel (r7) =sin n- sin 3,7 + 
1Ó24(sin 

3n++ sin 5n) +... 

(v) sea (,7) =sin 3n+32(sin n-a sin 5,7) 

+1024 10 
sin 7n -sin n 

(vi) se, (n) =sin 5Y7+32 ( 2 
sin 3,7- sin 777) 

(* sin 'I sin 9,7l 
+512x2 ( 4 

+ 
2 ) "' 

and so on. 

It is now easy to obtain the following values :- 
2r 

J 
(04 

-2; {Ceo(r7)}$d,7=1+128 

o 

2a 
19 

(1=21 (r7)..- (1+9w), 
o 

1 __1 
a, 27r 

o 

2r r 
{ce4. (77)}2tL,rsa f 1-I-256x9x25 

2r 

b 
-2 {sel (,7)}sd,7=á 

(1+1024)' 0 

o 
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5 seg(r/l}2dr/=a (1+4096 w4)' 

13 
seó 01)}2c4 =1 (1 + 1024 x 36 

w4 ) 

and so on. 

r- 

Again, by the help of Heine's formulae (19) and (20) we can 

obtain the solutions of the equation (13), thus :- 

(a) ceo (4)=J0 (w sinh J, (w sinh e)+ 
512 x 

a 
J4(J4(o) sinh e)+ ...=1- !+.64 

69 
aza 

' when z=0) sinh e. 

( )=wa 
za z2 w9 z4 

(ß) ce, a 
16 8 64 96 ' 

etc. 

w4 w'z' z4 
(y) ceo (4) =512x6 +48x8 +16x24 

(8) sei (it) (z)-32 J3 (z)-}-... 

- 2 (1 8 + 192 32z9 24) 

2= z W9 z z4 w2z. w. 
(E) se, ( -I-------- 

16 4 3. 48 . 32 128 ) 

\4) se, 
(ZtJ= z 

(32+ 

a4 
256 ±z2122+145) 

and so on. 
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6. Expression for ce (it) i.e., integrals of (13) of the first kind, 

have been obtained above, The corresponding integrals irj,(ie) ' of 

the second kind, can be obtained by employing any one of the 

methods given in Chapter II. For purposes of their application to 

the present problem, however, and in order to obtain results in the 
form obtained by Lord Rayleigh, let us obtain the integrals ir¡ (ie) 
in the form given below. As we are considering a cylinder of small 

cross section, we need only find one or two terms. 

It is well -known that if y =v be a particular solution of the differ- 

ential equation 

da 
dzy 

-}-Qy_p 

then the most general solution of the above equation is given by 

y=v(A+13 f 
It follows that the solution of the second kind corresponding to 

the solution of the first kind y= v, will be given by 

pz 
y=vJ9dz, 

v 
A 

where A is an arbitrary constant, independent of z. 

Hence when v =ce (ie) we shall have 

in(ze)=ce(ie,)f [ee(i)]a 
A 

We shall, however, determiné the lower limit from the condition 

that when sinh e or cosh e becomes 
2 

while w cosh or w sinh t 
is small, i,7 (it) shall coincide with Bessel's function of the second 
kind as defined by $ankel, viz 

H( (06 

l ' 
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which was used by Lord Rayleigh in his Theory of Sound and which 
is defined as 

where 

H"(z)=2 Yn(z)+22 J"(z), 

2 Y(z)=Yn)(z)-(log 2-y) J"(z), 

Y(n)(z) being Neumann's function and y Euler's Const. 

N.B. -It should be noticed that Nielson's definition of Hankel's 
function for imaginary argument which is denoted by Watson ' by 

Hex) is related to the above by 

H"(z)=22 H"(2)(z). 

7. We will now proceed to obtain two expressions for the 

solutiòns of the second kind, according as a is small or large. For 

this the following formulae will be required:- 

For z finite or small and n large 

J"(z)= z" 

I 

} 

J 

... (23) 
2"n 

11(z)= (n-1) i 2"-1 
z" 

Also when I z I is very larger 

J()= ' V cos (z 2n4 1 

H"z) = N 2z 
-t( 

ie \\ 4 /J 
f 

J 

Watson : Theory of Bessel's Fttnetion, pp. 73.74, 

,., (24) 
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Now, for small values of k we obtain the following expressions :- 

But 

Ho(Let 

de is/0(ie)=ceo(i0I [Ceo(Zo]' 
A 

-( \ 
1-W 

s sinh' ) r d 
4 / A (1-4$sinh' 

9 

_( 1-48sinh'e) ( e-9+8gsinh 2e+,c+bo,-) 

) 
y(o) (2 et l 1-1og2 Jo(2 ), putting log 6 =7, 

=Jo( e ) 
log 

+log Jo( 2 eE ) 

=Jo(2 et l { log `0 + o,ld2 
+ } 

If the above two expressions become identical when 

co Binh E et , 

then a =log 
4w 

and b =0 

J9. ( 2 
e 

l 

iew l sinh'el ' w' Binh 2El 
i'lo(i)=( +lOg 4 l 1 

w' 
4 l 4 2 

11 
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.Similarly 

(i)_6 (cosh 2-- 4 sinh2 
w2slnh*el ( tank 2e+a) 

weE =w2 e" 
g 

lo 
ie w But H +-16 x 24 32 

2 ( 2 ) 32 4 w4e4 w'e2 

a =-1 and 

Zia (ie) f-J- 8 
e 
-2E 

w2 

In the same way by the help of formula (23) we can find 

Again, 

in4(ie)=- 672 
e 
-4E 

, and so on. 
w 4 

3'1 , (Z) = á w sinh e (1- `9 sinh' l de_ 
l ` 

2 2sinhge Y 8 W sinh2 1-w l 
A 4 ( á / 

= 
W 

sinh (1- w9sinhae) 
L 
tanh 6+a+bw ] 

Also 

H, 
(wet 

)=Y(I) (2 w ) + log J i 
C 2 

w j 
) 

=J1 (-1 
2 

w eE ) 
/ 

log 

1 

2.6(.0 2.6(.0 
Jo ( 2 w e 

4 
) 

4 
2 

weE J 1 (wet 
) 

J1 (wet ) log Z -I-- - 8 0t 
(o9 e`.4 
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a - -1 and b- 1 log ice) - 3 and therefore 
4 4 16 

rl1(ie)=-2 [e-- (1-82sinb2 f-4 sin' (-1- log 4 4/J CO / 

In the same way by the help of formula (23), we can obtain 

e-3 
(0 

and so on. 

For large values of E, we get by (24), 

rlo (ZS) 

Zn12 (ZE) 

kr-. ,V 7r ie-1 4 
) 

2 kr 

v 2kr 
-i( lcr--/ 

ie \ 
4 

ar kr-- 
zn4 (i° 2k 

4 

- 
V 

T. (kr-7 e-4 
2kr 

e 
/ . -i(kr- 

4 
) 

9r7a(Z$) 2kr 

/ 
7 

i kr- 
4 'V 2kr 

e- ( 

where r -1i 
2 

. (Cf. art. 1 (3), Chap. I.) 
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ce (iß) 1 
-} 

w' 1 Hence Ao = -ao o _ 
¡WM) 

log 2E/OPß 
4 

(lo ìwes 
4 g 4 

( ß--122- Binh 2ß ) 

cea(ß)_w( 1-2 sinh'ß)) eß . 
z19ißß) 64 

and so on 

sel(iß) -w9 sinh ßes 
9r1 i (ilj) 2 

and B1, Ba,..will involve higher powers of co than the second. 

x 

8. Let now, a and 6 represent the major and minor semi -axes 

respectively of the ellipse given bye= ß, then by art. 1 (2), Chap. I, 

a =h cosh ß, and b -h sinh ß 

a-i-b=heß 

Then at points on the plane whose distance r from the axis of 
the cylinder, is very large, we get, 

+- - +, 
since e 4 =(i) ', 
/ a 

ceo(n) i¡o(ie)=- 'V 2ikr 
e-ikr Ei- 

(0-b2) k 
8 

cos 41 

se, (n) Z1i(i)=-i ir 2ikr 

cea(n) 2(4)= A/ 
V 2ikr 

e-ikr 
Esin n- k'(aa b' 

) sin 3rd 

e-ikr {cos 2ri-hY(a-b') ( 
3 J 

1-cos 477 1 
16 
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Therefore the scattered waves are given by 

41=Meiwot [5_ikr x 'V 
rr 1 kab(a +b) sin rl 2ikr iek(a +b) 2 

4 

k'(a2 -b') 
8 log ik(4 +b) cos 271} 

] 
, (25) 

neglecting terms containing higher powers of k than the second. 

If we confine our attention to the leading term, we have 

,= Merkt e -ikr it 1 

2ikr log iek(a +b) 
4 

(26) 

Following Lord Rayleigh, if we omit the imaginary part of the 
logarithm term, we obtain the realised scattered waves as 

7r cos k(Vt -r -eX) -M 
2kr y +log {4k(a +b)} 

corresponding to the incident wave 

4/0 =M cos k(Vt +X) 

which coincides with the results obtained by Rayleigh.' 

(27 ) 

(a) For a circular cylinder, we take a =b, and then tif from (26) 
reduces to 

i/r-Me'k(Vt-r) 
v 2ikr 

1 

y+logika 
L 

' Lord Rayleigh, Scientific Papers, Vol. IV, p. 817. 

(28) 
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(b) For diffraction by an infinitely thin blade of length 2h, we 
obtain the values of A0, A, ...and Bo, B 1... when e =0, i.e., when 
ß -0. Hence we get 

tk M. eik(Vt-r) 1 h'k§ 
2ikr log [ iekh + 2 

sin n 

4 

h2ke - iekh cos 2, 
J 8 log 

Confining to the leading term, we get 

V 7r 
. eik(Vt-r) 1 

2ikr y+log akh ' 

4 

a result which coincides with what is obtained by Rayleigh.1 

(29) 

Lord Rayleigh, Scientific Papers, Vol. IV, p. 316. 

N.B. -In this connection it may be mentioned that a similar problem of 

diffraction by a straight slit can be attacked by first finding ont the diffraction 
produced by à small hyperbolic cylinder and then proceeding to the limiting case 
when that hyperbola reduces to a straight line. e 

CE, 

DTae1.91t. 
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ON THE QUASI -PER[ODIC SOLUTIONS OF 
MATHIEU'S EQUATIONS AND THE INTEGRAL 

EQUATIONS CONNECTED WITH THEM. 
(i4c(s 1,rim /IAA - '' /S> 

By S. C. DHAR, IIR. 
Introduction. 

In a paper published in the Journal of the Department of Science, 
Calcutta University,* and also in a paper published in the Journal of the 
Indian Mathematical Society+, I obtained integral equations connected 
with Mathieu Functions. The method I gave there, can be used to obtain 
integral equations which will give quasi -periodic solutions of Mathieu's 
Differential equation. Mr. E. G. C- Poole has, in a paper It entitled 
" On Certain Classes of Mathieu Functions ", given certain integral 
equations connected with the quasi -periodic solutions. It is the object 
of this paper to obtain integral equations as given by Poole by a different 
and simpler method as used in my paper cited above. 

I. The well -known two -dimensional wave- equation 

a2u a U 2 

axe 
1 -1- k U = 0 

is transformed by the substitution 

x+iy= h cosh (E-i-in) 
into 

. (1) 

aU + a2U + h2k2 (coshe t-cosen) U =0 ... (2) ae 
If now, we assume particular integrals of the form 

U= F(E).G(1), 

Dhar : Jour. of Deft. of Soienoe (Cal Univ.) Vol. III, 1922, pp. 251 -256. 
t four. of the Indian Math Soo.. Vol. XVI, 1926. 
t Poole: Proo. London Math. Soc., Vol. 20., 1922. pp. 374 -388. 
Also Dhar : Mathieu Functions, a book published by the Cal. Univ, in 

1929. 
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we arrive at the following equations :- 
(i) 

2G2 + (a- h2k2cos2))G =0 
a 

(ii) dr + (h2k2 cosh2 - a) F = 0, 

where a is an arbitrary constant 

We may further transform the equations (3) by the substitution: 

= cosh t, µ = cos 1) 

and obtain 
d2G dG (t- 1h")2- µ- + (a-h21t2 µ2) G=0 

µ 
d2F 

1) + ñ, 
dF + (Ic21z2 A,2-a) F=0 

If we take the form of the equation (4) as 

(1_x2) a?., -z dy + (a - h2k2 z2) y = 0, 
dx- dx 

(3) 

(4) 

we find that this differential equation has regular singularities at x= 1, 

the exponents at these being equal by symmetry. These are found to be 
0 and Hence the two fundamental solutions at x =1 can be obtained 
in the form 

1 +a1 (1 -x)+ n2 (1 -x)2 -i- ... + an (1 -x)" + ... ... (a) 

1-x { 1+b1(1- x) +b2(1 -x)2 + ... + b,ß(1 -x)" + ... } (f) 
Similarly we can write down the solutions at x = -1. 

From the latter form of the solution (,4) it is evident that when 
x =cos v, it can be written in the form 

a, 

a cos (n+-11 . 

Similarly by considering the forms of solutions at x = -1, it can be seen 
that there is a solution of equation (2) (i) of the form 

00 

b sin (n + 
2) 

1. 
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The demonstration as regards the existence of these solutions as 
given by Mr. Poole is interesting. He has shown that for the same value 
of a, there exist solutions of the form cen +i (s)) and sen +i (n) which 

reduce to cos (n -1- ) n and sin (n f ) j respectively when Pk' ± 0, 

the value of a being (n+ 2)'. 

2.* If U(E, 1) is an integral of (2), the integral defined by 

G (1) = J U (i0, y)) ¢. (0) d0 ... (5) 

will satisfy the differential equation (3) (i) 

when a- h9 k9 cosz ) U(i0, n) ¢(0) d0 = 0 

i.e., if 1_ir ( áz - hzkz cosz ) . U) ¢ (0) d0 

+ u J 
( U (i0, +g) ¢ (0) d0 = 

But from (2), we get 

z 

- hzkz cosz . U = /40Y- hzkz cosz 0 .0 

Hence the above integral reduces to 

O. 

J 
I) 

(0) (a 0z -hzkzcosz 0.U) d0+a f ,U(i0,n)st,(0)d0=0, 

which, on integrating by parts, becomes 

[g-W ¢(0)-Uál 
. ae J -n 

+ f U(i0, ) [a + (a - 1L2k2 cos2 0) 0] d0 = 0 

e Àhar : Mathieu Functions, Calcutta Univ, Publication, pp. 46.47. 
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which will be the case, if cp (0) satisfy the equation 

a Á { 
(a - h2k2 cos¿ 0) c ------ 0 ... (5) 

and if further 

[áé qs 
(e)Uáéj :ir= 

The first condition implies that ¢ must be a solution of Mathieu's 
equation as given in (3) W. 

3. We will now proceed to examine the condition (6) fully. This 
condition will hold if any one of the following sets of conditions be 

satisfied, viz. : - 
(i) U (iTr, = U 'v)) 

Láé e= 
_ a9 e=-7r 

(Tr) = sb (-Tr) 

e = g> 

This condition was studied by me in my paper already cited to 

obtain integral equations connected with periodic Mathieu Functions. 

If we stipulate that $ should be a solution of Mathieu's equation of 

the quasi - periodic types as discussed in § 1, it will be evident that the condi- 
tion (6) will be satisfied, if any one of the following sets of conditions 
be satisfied : 

(ii) U (iir, +j) =O =U ¢ (Tr)=-- (- 70=0 

L60JI =- LauJ -n Cá9]7,=- Láe_ 

and 

(iii) U (iTr, M))= --U (-ivr, n) 

ióé =o= áé 
(7r) _ -95(-77.) 

ié=o= áé_ 
The above two conditions are the only two that are relevant to the 

present problem. 

4. From the set of conditions as given by (ii), it is evident that if 
c0 (0) be a quasi- periodic solution of the form cen +i (0), then the condi- 
tions imposed on ¢ will be satisfied. 
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Now, if we examine the conditions imposed on U in (ii), it is evident 
that since U is to be a solution of (2) and therefore symmetrical in O and 
n, it can in particular be expressible as product of two functions of the 
form 

U (ZA, = F2,,, +1 (cos 10 cos !A) F'2A (sin áA sin 4211) 

where FQ,,, +1 is a function which can be expanded in a series of odd 
positive integral powers of the argument, and F'2m in a series of even 

positive integral powers. U (IA, n) is thus an even function in O as 
well as in n, inasmuch as when O is changed to - A, and +) into - 
the function U (10, +9) does not alter. 

Hence the equation (5) takes up the form :- 
ce i-i (n) = 

A 
1 

iv 

F2m+1 (cos iA cos ;+7) F'2m (sin 10 sin 11) cen++} (A) dO ... (G) 

The particular forms which F and F' must assume can now be 
easily obtained from the fact that U = F.F' and must satisfy equation (2). 

Proceeding in the same way with respect to the conditions (iii) we 
will arrive at the following integral equation 

se,n+} (n)_ 

µ 5F2,,, (cos zA cos in) F'2m+i(sin i() sin 1+)) se (0) dA ... (7) 

5. To obtain the forms of F and F', we will transform the equa- 
tion (2) by the substitution, which suggests itself from the foregoing 
arguments, viz. 

a ° 2 cosh iE cos in, ,e = 2 sinh z sin in 

The equation (2) reduces itself to 

auZ 
+ a`y a - h2 k2 (2 +,92) U = 0 as a,e 

If we now take U =FF', where F is a function of a only, and 

F' of 8 , then the equation (3) resolves itself into the two following 
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equations d3 + (k2h2a2+A) F=0 

, 

d,Q 
d2F' + (k2h.2,p2 A) Ft = 0 

where A is any arbitrary constant. 

... (9) 

It is easy now to obtain a form of the solution F which will involve 
a in even powers. For following Mr. Poole if we take A = -ikh, then 

F=eiikha' 
and then F' = e--11 ikh ß'. 

Now from the even form of F, 
we 

can easily obtain the odd form as 

F = ¡ikha' iota ikht' dt. 
J 0 

Thus the kernel of the integral equation (6) will be:- 

U (i6 fl)) ti sikh cosy co. 7) r CO eoos itdt. (il) 
. 

Similarly the kernel of the integral equation (7) will be 

,, kh cosy cos 1 
f2 Sin } O sin i7) -ikht2 U(ie, ) ei / U 

e dt. (12) 

1=;.ag } 
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August 1934. 

On Parabolic Cylinder Functions. 
By S. C. DHAR, D.Sc., and N. A. SHAsmi, M.Sc. 

1. 
VARIOUS methods t have been employed to study 

v the properties of Parabolic Cylinder Functions, 
but it is the purpose of this paper to study some of these 
by contour integration. 

Integral Equation. 
Take the following differential equation of the second 

order which comes so often in problems of mathematical 
physics, viz., 

(axe +c) 
d 

+axdx +(cK2x2 +b)y =0. . . (1) 

Suppose that a solution of the above equation exists 
in the form 

y_A`eKez (0) d9, AS 
1 a02 +o 

where the form of O(B) and the limits of integration have 
to be determined. 

Substituting in (1), we get 

j {(ax2+c)K202+(ax)KO +(cK2x2 I b)1 eKBr(e) de =0 
T f Va02 -kc 

or 
j{2x2(aO2 +c) + aithx+ (cic2O2+ b)} eKB= !+cd9=0. 

Integrating by parts, we get 

[{Kx96(0)-0'(0)}eKez,Va02+c]+ eKer {1/aB2+c gS"(B) 

ctO 2 2 + v+c# , ( B) + a9+b 95 ( B) } dB= 0, 

or 
edx 

[ {Kx1(9) -96 (9) }eKezA /a92 +c]+y 
a92 +c 

{(a92 +c) ¢ "(9)+ (a9)¢'(9) +(cK202 +b) #(9) }dB =O. 
I' Whittaker, Proc. London Math. Soc. xxxv.; Adamoff, Annales de 

l'Institute Polytechnique de St. Petersburg, v.; Watson, Proc. London 
Math. Soc. ser. 2, viii. & xvii.; Curzon, Proc. London Math. Soc. xii. ; 

Milne, Proc. Edin. Math. Soc. xxxii. & xxxiii.; Mitra, Proc. Edin. 
Math. Soc. ser. 2, iv. (1934). 
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If s6(9) be the same function of 9 as y is of x, y(x) being 
a solution of (1), then 

(' 
y(x)=AJ e`B= y(B) dB=O, 

. . (2) 
a92-1-c 

provided the limits of integration be found such that 
[(rcx0(0) -4( 0) }eKasV/a02+c] =0. (3) 

Relation (3) will hold if the limits are the roots of 
either 

a92+c =0 (4) 
or 

Kx0(e)- 4'(e) =0, (5) 

provided e'er 0 oo at the limits of 0. 
Taking the roots of (4), we obtain the homogeneous 

integral equation which will satisfy (1), viz., 

à G(x) =A f eKox G(0) dB, (6) 
J 

G(x) being a solution of. (1). 
By choosing a, b, c properly we shall get by this the 

well -known Mathieu Functions *. 
Now, if 01 and 02 be the two values of 0 which 

satisfy (5), then the solution of (1) will be given by 

(f)(x) = e' 
ear 

If 

(7) 
o, 

If we take a =0, c =1, A =n+ ¡, and K =i, the equa- 
tion (1) will reduce to the form (when z is put for x) 

dz2 

-I- (n+1- 122)y =0, 

whose solutions are the Weber's cylinder functions D(z), 
and we also know that D (z) and D' (z) vanish at ± oo . 

Hence the integral equation of the parabolic cylinder 
function t is given by 

. (8) 

D(z)=Af_. ei2 D(9)d9 (9) 

* Dhar, Jour. of the Dept. of Science (Calcutta University), vol. ix. 
f Milne, Proc. Edin. Math. Soc. xxxii. p. 8. 
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Evaluation of A. 

2. The value of A in the integral equation (9) has been 
obtained by Milne * by the method of Fourier's Double - 
Integral Theorem. We will, however, proceed to find 
the value of A by the method of contour integration. 

Take the contour integral for D(x) t, viz. : 

(' (o +) 9270. 
D,t(B) =- BZ J e- te- §t'(- t)-n -'dt. 

or 

By deforming the path and making (- t) -n -1 one -valued 
function, it can easily be shown that the contour integral 
is equal to 

2i sin nor f 
0 

<0 

where -71<arg(- t) <or, and x being the real part of t. 

Hence 

n+1 sin ( -nor) 2 D(B)- e` #8 e-ex-ixlx -n -ldx 
a 

e -tea 

o 

Now substitute this value in (9) and change the order 
of integration, which is permissible. We obtain 

f 
tier 

D (z)= nfc {f e 2 
`ex_4e 

2 

- dB} e- tx2x- " 'dx. r 
Now f ier 

Jel c''' do e-tte+(2x-tz)3::dB. 

2 -6r ei("-'9'. 

Hence D,.(z)-J es2-irr-¡z%-x n-1 x dx -n o 

.A2"6-122f e-;xz+}x3x-n-' dx. . . (10) 

1- 
* Milne, loc. cit. 
t Whittaker and Watson, ' Modern Analysis,' p. 349 (1927). 
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Again, putting t =izs in the contour integral for D (z), 
we get -+1 ('ro+) 

D/z)= i-ne-iz2l eizw+ir'(-W)-n-1dW*. 
\\ 2ari 

The transformation t =iw changes the real axis in the 
t -plane into the imaginary axis in the w -plane and the 
imaginary axis into the real axis in the w- plane. The new 
figure is obtained by rotating the plane through a right 
angle in the positive sense. Hence the contour in the 
w -plane will also be (co , 0+). 

Hence 

D (z)_- l=i- "2i sin nil- f m e- izx'+r'(x,)- -'dx' 
2771 1 

0 

bydeformingthe contour and making (- w)- -' one -valued. 
Here the real part of w is x' and -ar < arg ( -w) < 7r. 

Hence fot (10) and (11) 

- in+1 sinnari - = A 2 ar 
or a 

I -n 
A.-_- 11-1-n rnsin nil- 1 1_ 

ar 21/Tr 21/ari 

The change of the order of integration can be very 
easily justified. 

(12) 

Addition Formula. 

3. When n is a positive integer 

Put 
then 

z (o+) 

D,i(z)=-n! e-. 
2ar2 

t =1/2u and z =x -!-y, 

n! 
D(x+y) =- 

2ari 
Su+ -l(=+Y)= e-(4;2-u2 

(-V2zc)- n-1 2du, 
¡o+ n . 1-. e- x(za+2xY-Y) -3u+- V'l xu 

27ri 

For we know 

x D " y 2) ( u)-n+---,du. 
,nco m 

ezt_412_tz,- Din(z) r. 
0 m! 

* This can be proved independently as in § 16.6 in ' Modern 
Analysis,' by Whittaker and Watson. 
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Hence 

n! °° (y ) D>, (x -- y) - n. 1 
e-}r=2+2ry-y2) E m 2 

27ri (v2)" nt=0 m! 
(' o+ 

e-¡uR- VIM( -u) ?It _, -idu. 

Now 

e-2="-1"'(-u)'»-x-'du=0, when 7n>n. 
V 

Therefore 
D"(x-f-y) 

n! n Dm(?/) AL- m(x) 
el(=a-2=y+y2) 

(,V )n m-o m! (n-m)! 

= n! 
ens( = -y)2 E Dm(y1/) Dn-m(x V 2) 

. (13) 
(A/ 2)n in =0 m! ~(n -m) ! 

The term -by -term integration which we have carried 
out above is permissible. For we know * 

D (z) < e1(,t7 +y2)ey " "n' +' "(277ye8, "2x 

where 0<0 <1. 
Therefore E D'n(z) and E D °, (z) Rm are convergent series 

m! m! 
where R is finite. 

Hence ED ",(V 2y) (- u)nt-n -1 is uniformly convergent 
m. 

in the region u I <R, and term -by -term integration is 
justifiable. 

Oelege- of,Seience, 
Nagpur, India. 
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ON THE PRODUCT OF PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS ( 4i2°),4CZ2) i(r,,..,v0S (AA - CAL Matt - foc Vese 26) 
BY 

S. C. DEAR 

1. Introduction.-in a recent paper * Dr. Mitra has given a method 
by means of which he has obtained an expression for the squares of 
parabolic cylinder functions. The method he has employed, is that 
of the transformation of the differential equation and its solution 
by series, a method used by Appell f and Heine in Harmonic 
Functions. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain expressions for 
the product and squares of parabolic cylinder functions by contour 
integration and also to obtain an Addition Theorem corresponding 
to the Neumann.' Addition Theorem in Bessel's functions. 

2. The well -known differential eqnation for the parabolic cylinder 
functions is given by 

dzY 
+(n- 1- 1- +z2)y =0. ... (1) 

The solution of the above equation D,, (z) is given in the contour 
form § 

Co+) 

D"(z)=- r(2±1) e-zs f e-<t-2t (-t)-n-1 dt, (2) 

which reduces, when n is an integer to the form 

to+) 

ni D.(z)=- 27ri 
e 

4as f e-zt-et' (_t)-"-ldt. 

* S. C. Mitra : Pro. Edinburgh Math. Soc. (2) 4. (1934) 27 -32. 

f Appell : Competes Rendus, 91. 

$ Heine : Kugelfunctionen, 1878. 

§ Whittaker and Woteon : Modern Analysis, (1927) 349 -350. 

9 

(3) 
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In this we make the substitution t = -e-i 9 and obtain 

n! -4x° . cos -1 cos 29 +i(n9 -z sin sin 2û) 
D (z) -e I e 

z dB. (L 
-7r 

which can be reduced into the form 

D (z) =n! -''z' it ez cos 0-1 cos 20 

27r 

fir 

x cosl(nû -z sin 0+1 sin 29)dû. ... (5) 

3. Let us consider the product D (z). Dm(z) where both n and >a 

are positive integers and apply (4). We get 

7r 7r 

Dn(z)Dm(z)- n!m! áz' f f ez(cos û-}-cos 0)-i(cos 20 
47r' f J 

-7r -7r 

+cos 20) e«n0 +m0 -z(sin 9 -I-sin ¢) +2(sin 29 +sin 2¢) }dûd¢. 

Put 
û -ai =2a 

B- I-95=2ß 

and the expression reduces to 

7r 

(z)- n!m! zz' J e2z cos ae- i --cos 2ae'2 D(z)D i B 
n, 

47re 

xei(n-m)a}i(n}m)ßdadß. ... (6) 

Now, put t = -2 cos ae i 
s and the expression (6) becomes 

7r 
1 i 1 9 

D(z)Dm(z)= n,n, e 
l.z f e;(n->)"da. 

27r 7r 

E, (2 cos a)m*m-P 

p!n+m-2p)! Dn}m .9P(`), 
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where Z'means summation from p =0 to p= (n+m) or á(n+m -1) 
according as (n+ in) is even or odd; for we know that 

(a+) 

fe-zt-;t2-=z2(-t)u-ldt=0, when R(y)>0 

The above expression can now be written in the form 

Dx((s)Dm(z) 

n!m! -'zg , 2"+,,-2P+1 
e. - e 

4 2 D+m-21(Z) 
a p! (n-I-m-2p)! 

2 +0, -2, X cos (n -nL)a Cos ada. 
0 

But, by Cauchy's integral 

ir 

I2 
COS' +"20 cos(q- r)OdO= 

o 
(q+r-1)2g+'-1B(q, r) 

P=m nl.ml... *Hence D,(z)Dm(z)=Do(z) An (n=p)!(m-p)!D+,-2r(z) (7) 

4. In (6) we make the substitution, 

t = -A2 cos a e-`ß 
and get 

D (z)D ,(z) 

_ n! 7z! e; (-,)a. (,,/2 cos 
4i7r2 J 

(o +) 
I' - -2zt-át'-',-z2+Wan2 xi e 

nm! (-2)"+4-ii,+s 
7r 

Z p!(n+m-2p)1 
D+m-2P(zV2) 

12 

* Cf. Gorak Yrasad : Noe. Bériares 1Vlàtle. Soc., 2 (1920) 7. 
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rx 
x 2 cos (n -rn) a sinat'a cos "+m -a "a da 

I 
(,[L)"+m-9"i-9 -n! nx! Z p!(ra+m-2p)! B"-Fm-97,D"+m-a1,(`LA/2) 

where Z' has the usual meaning and where 

/I. 
B "+m_22' 

1/ 
cos (n -rn) a sinn" a COS " } "' -a "a da, 

rr 
0 

(8)* 

5. It is now easy to obtain expressions for the squares of parabolic 
cylinder functions and certain integrals connected wish them. 

In (7) make n =rn, and we get 

D:(z)=Do(z) z 
" =o 

=D0(z) 
=o 

(0)a 
23!{(n-p)! }9 

D9"-9r(z) 

( ) m)! Dam(z) 

Multiply both sides by Dam (z) and integrate between - oo and 
+oo. we get 

f e*`'Dñ(z)D9m(z)dz- ("O'(2"1)! -2, (n>m) (10) (m!)a(n-m)! 

Again from (9) we get 

fDñ(z)dz= Z (n!)a C" 4z2Dn(z)D9m(z)dz t ,=o (m!)a(n-m)! 

=-7r 01. 3....(2n-1) 
-F 2n+1 m=1 

(n!)2(2m!)'(2n-2rn-1)!(n-rn) 
(11) {(n-m)! }9(nx! )s2a"+9m 

* Cf. S. C. Mitra : Bull. Calcutta Math. Soc., 17 (1926). 

t S. C. Mitra : Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc., loc. cit., 31. 
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Again in (8) we put n =m, and we get 

,2)2n -2n+2 1 2 

Dn(z) (fl!)2 p!(2n -2p)! D2n- 2p(2V2)1 sine "a cosen -2 nada 

1 

2" 
Zo 

o 

n! (2p-1)(2p-3)...3.1 
D2=-2n (zv2) , (.0)(n--0! 

6. We will proceed to obtain expressions for the product of two 
parabolic cylinder functions with different arguments. For this we 
take Adamaff's f integral in the form 

0, 

D(x)=(-1)án2n+1(27r) 1e+L2 2Gne-2a?+2i =udu 

Hence 

CO 

yy 
m 

2"+"0-2 
Dn1//7)D(x) (-1)2(m+n) 

27r 

Xek6(2+x2) f f untore daidt -2u2 -2t +2ixu+2ixt 

Make the substitution 

u -t =2T 

u+t =2U, 

and the expression reduces to 

Dn(X)Dm(x)=(-1)á(m+n) 
2m+n+2 r 

J 
e8{x-a2-()-x)2} 

7r J 

(13) 

e -4T2 U4- 2x+.c)U- 2ikk - T 
x (U- f- T) "(U =T" dUdT 

From the known expansion 

7 
m+w 

77 
(1U +T)n(j "-T)m= 

r=0 

M , l.c b')A l0 C. (Li TÌitt6. 

} Adamoff : Aun. de l')11Estituipoletechuigue de St. Petersburg, 5 (1906) 127-43. 
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where 

An+, _r-n(n-1).:.(n_r-F1) F(-r,-m; n-r--1,-1) 
r! 

we obtain 

n}m 

( ^/2l 
D.(X) Dm41= 

) 
,+ An+m-rDn+m-r x l Dr X-,, 

r=o V2 -2 

If, in this, we make X =,L= , the expression (14) reduces to the 
from (8). 

The expression (14) is now transformed by the substitution 

X -x =z, -2 

into the form 

( zt -I-z, 
Dn 

\ A/2 

)D(z1+ 
2 I (, 2,m+ 

whence we can obtain the integral 

Dr(ZA/2)- (1/2)m+n-3 

r=0 n+m_rDn+m-r(zt)Dr(za) (15) 

x 1_ f ,Dn(a-hz)Dm(a-z)Dn+,n-r(a2)da 
Vir 

From (15) we can also obtain the integral 

zt-}-z, 

)D.(zi7z2 
\ Dn )Dn+m r(zt)Dr(za)dz,dzt 2 2 

(n-}-m-r)! n(n-1)...(n-m-f-1) 
n-r-{-[;-1) (17) 

( ,.2),n+h 
. . . 
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7. We will proceed to obtain the Addition Theorem. 

In (3), we put s =x sin e; +y cos a, and get D "(x sip a+y cos a) 

(o +) -n! 
e 
-4(x sin a+y cos a)' ( -(.e sin a+y cosa) t- át2 

t)_ "_ ,dt tai 

n! --(y2 cos2a+2xy sin a cos a-X2 cose a) y Dm(x) n, Z si n a 2ai . =0 722 ! 

(o+) xf 
e y cos a t-a Cos2a t2 

since it is known that 

e2t-2t2-%22= Z Dn,(Z) 
m=0 m! 

Put t cos a =u, and it is transformed into 
D "(x sin a+y cos a) 

-n! -1,(y2 cos2a -F2.ry cos a sin a -x2 costa = D,n(r.) 
tai =o m! 

sin m a 

(0 +) 

X e-yu 8262 (-urn-1 Cosm-" I 
Now, we know that 

(0+) 

f 
Therefore 

e-11/2 -Yu (-zc)m'"'du-0, when 9n>n. 

D "(x sin a-Fy cos a) 

-eq(x cos a -y sin a)2 D.(.1) 
m =0 m! (n -m) ! 

sinma cos" -ma 

Now, when we take a= 
4 

the above expression reduces to the form 

already obtained, * viz., 

* Dhar and Shastri : Phil.Ma -(7) 18, (1934), 904.. iL, ,..cciy -rrt w ! fr-c., 
Dhar ; Jonr. London. Math. Soc. (to be published b ri).d h cw 6Li vr 

r. 193s- 
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D"(x+y)= n! e1(x-y)9 
('2)" 

Dm(z2) D,._,n(y 21 
in! (n-m)! ... (19) 

We can, by the contour- method, find an expression for D,(z+y) 
which will hold for all values of n. 

Take the form (2) and put z =x+y, and we get 

r(29241) -z.ry D"(x+y) 2ri 

f e-at-át2 erztg Dm(y) (-t)mdt 
\ +"=o m! 

m 

Expanding c 
¿ta -D "'(y) ( -t) "' and sirplil ying, we get 

D"(x+y)=1(n+1) é''y Z D"_.() {Dr(Y) á M_9(y) 
r(n-r+1) r! -2)! 

+1 D*-1(?/) ,+1 D,_a(y) +.... 
22 (r-4)! 2! 29 (r-6)! 

Bull., pal. Math. Soc., Vol. XXVI, No. 2 (1934). 

... (20) 
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i'-O 'Jay 0-,l u1Q-erro u_ 7b. 

h- tin (x+y) 
z 

(Jn ('x-Í'- Y) = e z 
'ph (x) 

0-4A-et -e 40---4 ,txy % lo r'J reearv-. 

V(x{-0 - UN(x)+ó U),' (x)+ y UIr(x)-F 

o4 r 
Cx 
/ 

1 Uh-Y 0- 2 (y^ - . (h-r Ho r . 
ll 

441 It tc-4--cro (tai- 

(c) -r Uh_1 (x) , ti e a oGÍ-u:, -e, (a 4.r, .-frA, y r 1-cm-m 

= D), (V)-t- N2')D,-Z(y)+r(r-2()r _4(J)-f- - 
' , (_20 ` ep`° "r oG /o. e ( -e 



2.3 

ON THE PRODUCT OF PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS 
WITH DIFFERENT ARGUMENTS 

S. C. DHAR* 

[Extracted from the Journal of the London Mathematical Society, Vol. 10, 1935.] 

Introduction. 

1. Several properties of the parabolic cylinder functions have been 
recently studied by various methods t. In this short note, a general 
expansion for the product of parabolic cylinder functions with different 
arguments is obtained and the values of some integrals involving them 
are deduced. 

We take the well -known integral of Adamoff$ in a slightly modified 
form, viz. 

r 
D. (x) _ (-1)in 2n+1 (277)-7j 

eix2 1- un e2u2+2ixu du. (1) 

Now, if X and x are any two arguments and nz and n are positive 
integers, then 

2m+zz+1 
elc2+x2) ( untme-2u2-2t2-}-2i.Yu-}-2t.xtdudt. 

7r ao J-w 
(2) 

The repeated integral is absolutely convergent and it may be regarded 
as a double integral. 

* Received 17 October, 1934; read 15. N ovember, 1934. 

t Goldstein, Proc. London Math. Soc. (2), 34 (1932), 103 -116; S. C. Mitra, Bull. 

Calcutta Math. Soc., 17 (1926), 31; Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc. (2), 4 (1934), 27 -32; Dhar 
and Shastri, Phil. Mag. (7), 18 (1934), 401 -405. 

$ Adamoff, Ann. de l'Institut Polytechnique de St. Pétersburgh, 5 (1906), 127 -143, 
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In this double integral, we make the following transformation 

usina- tcosa =T, 

u cos a-{-t sin a = U, 

and it is easy to deduce that 

Dn (X) Dm (x) 

2n+m+1 
=-_ (-1)(m+n) g3(x2+s2) 

ir 

X exp{-2( U2+T2)-}-2i(X 

¡( 

,J-oo -a7 

(:3) 

(U cos a-0-- T sin a)n (U sin a- T cos a)m 

cos a+x sin a) U-F2i (X sin a -x cosa) T1 d UdT 

2n+m+1 m+n 
= (-1P22+71) g3(8'+a") F, A +m Un+mJr Tr. 

ir n-r -w -op r=0 

x exp {-2(U2+ T2) -ß-2i (X cos a±x sin a) U+2i(X sin a -x cosa) T} dU dT, 

(4) 
from the known expansion 

m +n. 
(U cos a+T sin apt (U sin a- T cos a)m = E An+m-r Unl nr -r Tr, (5) 

r=D 

where 

An+m-r = sinm+r a cosrz-r a n ( )L-1) (n-r+ 1) 
r, 

Hence we get from (4) 

D. (X) D, (x) 

2n+m+1 m+n 
= (-1)ü(na+n) E A 7&+7n1 

7r rD 

1 

xF(-r, -m; n.-r+1; - ot2a)- 

T i, +m -r exp 1_2E72+ 2i cy cos +x sin a)±i(X cos a-$ X sin an dU 

Tr exp {-2T2+2à,(X sin a-x cosa)-$-1(X sin a-x ardi" 

That is to say 

na+n 
D,ie (V) Daaa (x) _- .1i A 

äa-B 
r=D 

aa 
(X eeas a.+ x sin a) /MX sin a-a eos¢a). ((G) 



PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS WITH DIFFERENT ARGUMENTS. at- 
. A few particular cases can be obtained. 

(i) Take a = tir, then we get from (6) 

1 m+ 
Ds(X)D,(x) E B,D. 

÷rn- 
r{ (X +x) 2} Drf(X -x) -V21., (7) 

(V2r+ n r=o +m 

r 
whore (- 1)P. Cy 

p=0 

(ii) Now in (7) make X = x = z and we get* 

1 2r! 
.1).(z) An(z) = E'( 1)r Bn+,_2,Dn÷,,,,_2,.(z V2), (A) 

where the summation E' is to be taken from r = 0 to r or 
1.(m+21.-1) according as ni+n is even or orld. 

(iii) Further, if we make n=m, we gett 
1 ,s_711 ,! (2r-1)(2r---3) 3 1 D24z v2), 

-131n2(2) 2' 
(iv) Again, in (6) make the substitution 

X aosa±x sina=y, X sina-z COSa=Z. 

Then, taking m = 0, we get, on simplification, 

(9) 

DAY rt ) I) 4) D.(y cos a+z sin a) =-- city C'95647 sinB cosil-4 a - (U0) 
r=0 (n -r)! r! 

a general form of addition formula:. 

3. Now let X =y cOga, y sina; 

the (6) becomes 
2r! 

DAJAY)Dyg(N-11) A04,7*-1(-1Y' r 2o 04 

where A = sin a, ,a-=- cos a, and E' b Ow meaning given_ above.. 
Now multiply both Me§ of (ill by D4y) and ihotewtte viida 

respect to y. From the known fiffmula 

O 078, Os)), 

1.11iitaw, .1hal.. Cafe:W.4 ke: 
1504:61, Pme.. 0044901 fiff,44: kw: a, §7.--m 

10144o. gloof Alogfl eiX, 4011---40 
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we get 
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2r ! 

( 
m + n-2r ! 

Dm(Ay) D(f y)Dm+n-2r(y) 61Y = 2rr ) ( (27r) An+m-2r, 

(12) 
Make m = 0 in (11) and we get 

(p.)- Th Dn(Fy) el(µ2v9) = n! elv2 E' 
{1- (1 /142)Ìr 

Dn 2r (y) 
r =0 21. .r! (n -2r.)! - 

Now, put µ = 1/u and the formula reduces to* 

un Dn (iL) ev2/4u) = elv" 
2r . r ! (n, - 2r) ! 

(1-u2)r D-2r = 
(13) 

where E' indicates a summation from r = 0 to r = 2n or 3, (n -1) according 
as n is even or odd. 

4. A few particular integrals can be obtained from (13). Multiply (13) 

by Dn -2r(Y) and integrate. We get 

co 

elv2 {(1/u2)-1} DL 
( 2G Dn-2r (y) dy - 2 n r 1 (27T) (1 un 2)r (14) 

_co 

In the above expression, take n = 2m+1, and r = m, and we get 

F 
u2+1 elv2 {(1/u2) -1 }D2m +1ú D1(y) dy -2m (2mm 1) ! ß(27r)(1 -u2)m, 

which, when we put x = y /u, reduces to the form 

j*c° 
u2m +2 x elx2 -iu2 x2 

D2m +1(x) dx = 1 (2mm 1) ! 

A/ (270( 1-10)m . 
-00 

Putting -}u2= a, so that a is positive, we get 

+ xe(i-a)x2 D2m+1(x) dx = 1 (2r) (2 m1 ! (2a)-^ (2a -1) 
oo / 

(15) 

(in agreement with the expression obtained by Goldstein, loc. cit., 118). 

If we proceed as above, the integral 

0o 

_ 00 

xn e(l -4°2 Dm (x) dx 

* Cf. Goldstein, loc. cit., 116, 
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can be evaluated. For instance, when n G m, we find that 

x2n +1 e« -a)z2 D (x dx 2m +11 -w 

- 1/(270 
(2m+1) 

n) (an+n 
(2a m-n 1) 

1 XF( -n, m-ß-3; m- n-ß-1; 1 -2a). (16) 

My thanks are due to Mr. W. L. Ferrar for his helpful criticism. 

Mathematical Institute, 
Chambers Street, Edinburgh. 

Printed by C. P. Hodgson & Son, Ltd., Newton St., London, W.C.2. 
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ON THE UNIFORMIZATION OF A SPECIAL KIND OF 
ALGEBRAIC CURVE OF ANY GENUS 

S. C. DIIAR *. 

{Extracted from the Journal of the London Mathematical Society, Vol. 10, 1935.] 

1. Introduction. 

It is well known f that the uniformizing variable t for the hyperelliptic 
algebraic curve 

s2 = (z-e1) (z-e2) ... (z-e2n+2) (n > 1), 

is the quotient of two solutions of the differential equation 

d2 y 2n +2 1 

dz2 16 r=1 (z_ cry 

(2n +2) z2n +2np1 z2n -1 +Ci z2n -2 +... 
+C2n -i - 

(z -e1) (z -e2) ... (z- e2n +2) 1 
' 

2n +2 
where pi = E er, and where the c's are constants whose values have 

r =1 
never yet been determined but which are theoretically to be determined by 
the condition that the group of transformation, which the quotient of 

* Received 15 January, 1935; read 14 March, 1935. 
E. T. Whittaker, Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. (A), 192 (1899), 1 -32. 
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two solutions of (1) undergoes when z travels round closed paths . 
enclosing some of the singularities e1, e2, ..., e2n +2, may be fuchsian. 

It has been suggested* that the true equation, satisfying the condition 
that the group is fuchsian, is 

d2 f' (z)12 2n+2 f (z) 

dz2 + 16 L t f(z) 2n+1 f(z) ] y 0, 

where f (z) = (z -el) (z -e2) ... (z- e2n +2). 
Prof. E. T. Whittakerf has shown that, in the case of the curve 

82 = z5+1, the group of transformation for the equation (2) is fuchsian. 
He has also calculated the group. Mursi+ later on verified it in the case of 
a curve of genus 3, viz. 52 = z7 -]-1. 

It is the purpose of this note to show that the group of transformation 
for the equation (2) in the case of algebraic curves of any genus n of the form 
82_ 22n+1 1-1 is fuchsian and then to find the general form of such group of 
transformation. 

(2) 

2. Consider the algebraic curve 

2 = z2n +1+ 1 = f (z). 

The differential equation (2) has the same form as for the curve 
82 = 32n +2+ 1, since both have the same number of branch points. 

Change the dependent variable by the relation 

y= u {f(z) }á, 

and then the independent variable by s2 = z2't +1 +1, and we get 

(2n } 1)(s2 -1) ds2 +4ns 
du +2n I 1 4 2n 1) 

u= 0. 

Again, change s to x by the relation s = 2x -1, and we get 

2 

x(x -1) 
dx2 +2n +1 (2x 1) 

dx+ (2n+1)2 
) 

2n { 1)) 
u 

0' (4) 

which is the differential equation of the hypergeometric function. 
Since 1 /(2n+1) will constantly appear in our work, we put 

a = 1/(2n+ 1). The six solutions of the hypergeometric equation (4), valid 

(3). 

* J. M. Whittaker, Journal London Math. Soc., 5 (1930), 150. 
t E. T. Whittaker, Journal London Math. Soc., 4 (1929), 274 -278. 
$ M. Murai, Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc. (2), (1930 -31), 101. 
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near the three singularities, are given by 

(i) P = F{(n-1) a, na; 2na; x}, 

Q=xaF{na, (n+1) a; 2(n+1)a; x}, 

valid near x = 0; 

(ii) R = 1-01-1) a F{(n-1)a, na; 2na; x-1}, 

S=x-naF{na, (n-I-1)a; 2(n+1)a; x-1}, 

valid near x = co ; 

(üi) T = F{(n-1)a, na; 2na; 1-x}, 

U= (1-x)aF{na, (n-{-1)a; 2(n+1)a; 1-x}, 

valid near x = 1. 

These solutions are connected by various linear relations. The first 
two sets are connected by the following relations : 

P - P (na) P (n--ß-1) a R exp {± (n -1) Trail+ 
P (n n 1) aP (na) S exp { +nlrai },. 

P(a)P2(n+1)a Rexp {nTrai} P(n+2)a P(n+1)a 
+P(- a)-ß-P2(n-a Sexp {(n } 1)Trai },. P (n1) a P (na1)) 

where the upper or the lower sign is to be taken according as the imaginary 
part of x is positive or negative. 

Take t= Q/P for the uniformizing variable and let t denote Q/P at 
i co and let t' denote Q/P at -i co. Then from the two expressions of 
t and t', involving R and S, we can easily eliminate R/S and get 

t' _ 
[2 p { -( 1) }] t+ P(a)P2(n+1)a 

cos Tra exp n+1 Trai t P(n+2)al'(n+1)a 2i sin Tra 

1-1(2na) P( -a) (2i sin7ra) t+2 cos Tra exp {(n+1)Trai} r(n -1) a P(na) 

Now put 

and we get 

[2 cos Tra exp {- (n+ 1) Trai }] t1 -i (cos 27ra+ cos Tra) /sin Tra tl - (2i sin Tra) t1+2 cos ira exp {(n+1) /rail (5) 

P(2na) I1( -a) 
tl 11(n-1)a P(na) t' 
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This is the transformation which the quotient of two solutions undergoes 
when x passes from i co to -i co, making a circuit round the singularity 
x =1. 

When x makes a circuit round the origin in the x- plane, we shall have 
-to proceed with the solutions T, U of (4) valid at x = 1. Taking these 
solutions and proceeding as above, we find that the quotient of the two 
solutions undergoes the following transformation as x passes from i co to 
-i co, making a circuit round x = 0, 

t1' _ {exp(2irai) }ti. (6) 

The relation (5) can now be transformed into a convenient form by the 
successive substitutions 

t1= it2 cot as exp (nirai) 

and t2 = b t3, 

where b.= z (cos 2ira+cos ira) sect Ira and therefore, in place of (5) and (6), 
we have respectively 

and 

where 

{exp( - irai) }b}t3 -1 
t3 

{exp( - Irai) } t3 -b-} (7) 

t3 = {exp(2irai) }t3, (8) 

b=--} (cos 27ra+cos ira) sect ira. (9) 

If we call these transformations L and M respectively, then LM -1 is 
the transformation which the quotient of two solutions of (4) undergoes as 
2 goes successively round two circuits, viz. (i) once from infinity to the 
singularity z1= exp (Irai), round it, and then back to infinity ; and (ii) another 
time from infinity to the neighbourhood of the singularity z2 = exp (3irai), 
round it and then back to infinity. If we denote them by E1 and E2, then 

{ ElE2(t) {e p(( 37rai)}t 11-1 ' 

3. Consider the 2n+ 1 transformations given by 

sr(t) = at -exp (4p+1) irai 
exp {- 2 (4p+1) ?rai} t- a( 1 

(T0) 

where r = 1, 2, 2n+1; p = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2n; and a is an unknown, whose 
value will be presently determined. 
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If we consider two successive transformations of the above group (say) 
when r = 1 and r = 2, we get 

81 82(0 - a {exp( 
-Pr ai)aex 

47ra) }t+ {> 2 eexp(2irai) }' 
(12) 

We proceed to determine a so that the two expressions (10) and (12) are 
identical, viz. 

El E2 (t) = Si s2(t) (13) 

From this we get 

a2exp(3lrai)- exp(aai) exp(2irai) -a2 
a exp(4irai)- exp(irrai) a exp(4irai) -exp( Trai) 

b 
, 

whence we obtain 
a = (2 cos7ra -1) -i. (14) 

Thus we may take as the set of transformations El, E2, . , ,, the 
expression given by (11). 

From the theory of groups of transformations, it is easy to see that they 
satisfy the following conditions : 

(i) they are elliptic transformations and are also self- inverse, 

(ii) the same is true for the compound transformation 82n +1 stn ... Si, 

(iii) they are fuchsian and the unit circle is invariant with respect to 
each of them, 

(iv) the double points of the transformations are the points 

c exp{ (4p+1)irai} (p = 0, 1, ..., 2n), 

and their inverses in the unit circle, where 

c= (2 cos rra - 1)-i (1 -2 sin17ra). 

The fundamental region for the group generated by the transformations 
E1, E2, ..., E2n +1 can now easily be obtained. It will be seen that the group 
obtained above for the general case, reduces to the group for the hyper - 
lemniscate functions obtained by Whittaker *, and also for the particular 
algebraic curve of genus 3, discussed by Mursit. 

College of Science, 
Nagpur, India. 

* E. T. Whittaker, Journal London Math. Soc., loc. cit. 

t Mursi, loe, &it. 

Printed by C. F, Hod on & Son, Ltd., Newton St., London, 
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On electromagnetic waves in gravitational fields. 

. S. C. DHAR, Nagpur. 



On electromagnetic Waves in gravitational fields. 

S. C. DRAB, Nagpur. 

(Received 10th December, 1934.) 

§1. Introduction. -In a paper published in the proceedings of the 
Royal Society,* Prof. E. T. Whittaker has studied certain electrostatic 
phenomena in the gravitational field of Schwarzschild and in another limiting 
form of it. In this paper the electromagnetic phenomena in fields of other 
forms are studied. 

If x0, x1, x2, xg be any generalized co- ordinates in space time and the 
metric be specified by 

ds2= Egpgdxpdxq, 

and if 02, O1, 02, 953 be the scalar and vector potentials, then they are given by 

E9gr(Opgr +Orgp- Orpq) =9r, (p =0, 1, 2, 3) .. .. (1) 
qr 

where çpgr denotes the covariant derivative of On, and where j0, j1, j2, j3 are 
the electric current vectors, together with the condition 

EgpgOpq -0 .. (2) 
pa 

Now, instead of taking the general form, let us take the gravitational 
field in the form 

1 2 

ds2=fidt2- 2 --r2d02--r2sln26d2) 
c i 

where f1 involves r only. 

Calculating (1) for this field we get 

02 0- 2f1 agsi -2c2f1 
a00%0 c at r 0r 

02 a0-2c2 (f1'+f1) a01+2C2 a02_, 2c21- 

ar r3 80 r 3sin 0 a 

+ 
2c2 

r8 
co t 9 

02+C2 
/ gi- f 1,-fl//) 01=ji 

2c2cos O as 2e2 a1 c`2 , a2 c2 (f1 fi cos20 
22+ r2sin$B a r fl a9 - f1 ar + r 02 =i2 

(5) 

(6) 

* E. T. Whittaker: Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A (116), (1927), 720 -735. 
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where 

2 
2c2f1 a1 2c2cos o a2 

c2f 
i a03 2C2C0t O a3-, 

$ r a r2sin20 a 1 ar + r2 ao -,i3 (7) 

2.=__ 
a2 

2 

82 
C2 

a2 C2 a2 
c2 a 0 t2-c f1 

ar2 r2 892 r2sin20 802 r2 
cot O 

and a relation which can be obtained from (2). 

§2. For electrostatical phenomena, we have j1 j2 =j3 =0 and also 

01= 02 =03 =0 and jo is also zero everywhere except at the electron and 90 
will not contain t as will be seen from relation (2). Hence all these equations 
reduce to the single equation 

2 'ro 1 a2'o 1 3200 1 ado 2fi a'?o 
f1 are +r2 ao2 +r2s1n2o 8 2 

+r2 cot B 
aB + r ar =0 (g) 

For special forms of f1, it is not difficult to study the solution of this differential 
equation. If we take for instance f1= 1 - --ar2, the equation is transformed 
into 

C1- llr2 aQ o z a2°+ 2 1 2 
a202 + 2 cot o 8:61° 

+2(1 - +ar2) ado =0. 
3 ar r ar r sin o a r r ar 

Transform it by the substitution 

r 1+ap2 1-I-µp2' 
where µ=í 

and we get 
320 2 a51, 1 8200 cot o arko 1 aE00 

aP2 P(1 -µp2) ap +p2 802 + p2 aB +p2sin20 X4,2 -0 (9) 

a form obtained by J. M. Whittaker * for the De Sitter world. Its solution 
was obtained by him by the Hadamard's method of elementary solutions. 

§3. For spherical electromagnetic waves in the same gravitational field, 
we require the solutions of (4), (5), (6), and (7) for which j0 =j1 =j2 =j3 =0 
and 00= 9'1 =02 =0, while O3, following Whittaker, is of the form 

03 =e'0 f(r) g(o), .. (10) 

where f(r) is a function of r alone and g(o) of O alone. 

The four relations reduce to the single one 

2f1 
aas -fis_r 8208 

r cot 9 á3 -f'1 a -3 =o . 

Bence by (10), it reduces to 

d82 -cot o d+n(n+l)g =0 

* J. M. Whittaker : Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 24 (1928), 414 -420. 
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whose solution is given by 

and 

g =sine O. 
dP (cos 0) 

r 

d(cos 0) 

fl f +f'1 d + n(nr 1) f =0 

This is a linear differential equation of the second order whose singular- 
ities are r =0, and the roots of f1 =0. When special forms of f1 are taken, 
the exponents of the singularities can be easily obtained. For instance, 
when we take fl =1- s Are, the singularities are at the points 

, 
/\/3 

.. (12) 

X' 
The exponents at the latter two points are 

and those at 0 are (n+1) and ( -n), and at co are 0, 1. 

When 

1 - 2m 
f1 =- -1 are, 

the differential equation (12) is one which has five singularities, viz. two at 0 
and ao and those others are the roots of the cubic f1 =0, the approximate 
positive roots of the cubic being 

r =2m and r= 3 

a 

The exponents at r =2m are given by ±Zp . 2m. The differential equation is 

of the form which is well -known in mathematical physics * whose solutions 
can be obtained in series. 

Hence denoting the solution of (12) by f(r), the vector potential of the 
spherical electromagnetic waves is (0, 0, 0, Os) where 

03=eil {r) . sin2 0 
dP (cos 0) 

d (cos 0) 

§4. For waves of high frequency we can neglect the term 
-n( 

2-E 
1) 

in 
r 

2 

comparison with the term f and the equation then becomes 
c 1 

f1 df ' +.f1 df+ 
p2 

. (13) 

* Whittaker and Watson : Modern Analysis (1927), 203, 
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whose solution is given by 
ip (jdr ip 

I 
dr 

f =Ae ° h +Be c J^ fi. 

Hence the vector potential of spherical electromagnetic waves of high 
frequency is given by 

03=ezpt+zp I f1 sin26 
dP (cos B) 

d (cos B) 
(14) 

It is evident that the vel. of the wave at the point (r, 0) is given by cf1. 

Now if we take 

whose positive roots are 

2m .f1=1---ar2, 

r =2m and r =I3 
, 1 a 

the converging waves cannot approach nearer than the point r =2m, which 
represents the boundary of the particle. 

§5. It is not difficult now to construct a solution of (12) in series, when 
p is not supposed very great. We will assume a solution of (12) in.the form 

ip f dr 

f =eo J fi +a (r)+a 2) +a s)+ ... } 

where a's are entirely functions of r only. 

Substituting in the series and simplifying, we get the following equation 
to determine the a's. 

a, 
21 , n(n+ 1) 

dr { fi m(r) } -I- 
e 

a m +1(r) - r2 a,(r) =0 

where a',(r) means the first derivative with respect to r, whence 

a, +1(r) =i-ci [fia'm(r)+n(n+l) Çan(r) r] . 

This gives 

. (15) 

n(n+1)ic n(n+1) E f1 n(n+1) a( r)= a2(r) =- c r2+ 

and so on. Hence the solution of (12) when p is not large can be easily 
constructed. 

It is easy now to obtain solutions for the Einsten's and de Sitter's world's 
from the above relations. 
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